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102 Percent Is Reached

Local National Guard Unit Goes Over Full Strength

OR.

The Murray National Guard unit has
now reached 102 percent personnel
strength, according to an announcement Friday from Gordon
Nichols, information officer with the
Kentucky National Guard.
Maj. Gen. Billy G. Wellman, adjutant
general of the state Guard unit, indicated that the people of Murray and
Calloway County had said when the unit
was begun in October 1978 that the
community could maintain a full
strength unit and the promise has now
been fulfilled.
The future of the Murray unit looks
good, Nichols continued. The Hazard
unit, which was started at the same
time of the Murray unit, also is nearing
100 percent. The 100 percent strength
does not mean that more persons
cannot join the Guard, according to
Nichols. The units can take enlistees up
to 110 percent and would probably go
over that should the need arise, he said.
Concerning the possibility of construction of a National Guard Armory
in Murray, Maj. Gen. Wellman said,
"The-Kentucky Guard cannot look for
ground for a site and think about
building an armory -until the state is at
full strength.

"We feel that before we can ask
Washington to build any more armories
in Kantucky, we have to have 100
percent statewide," he continued. "The
big money from Washington is going to
full strength states."
Kentucky's National Guard strength
has gone from 79 percent to 91.4 percent
in only 18 months and the state has been
one of the top two to three states in
recruiting over the past year, the
general indicated.
Last year Kentucky recruiters

Teamsters, Industry
Break Negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Teamsters union and the trucking industry are back at square oaie in their
struggle to agree on contract terms
ending a week-long shutdown of major
trucking firms.
Negotiations between the two sides
broke off Friday afternoon, and federal
mediator Wayne L. Horvitz said af-

Sponsorships Sold For
Charity Horse Show
All sponsorships for the 33 classes of
the fourth annual Kentucky Charity
Horse Show, aponnored jointly by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and the Murray Rotary
Club, have been sold, according to a
spokesman for the organizations.
laremiums resulting from the sale of
the sponaaeships amounted to $5,850.
The spoWmin eicpresseci appreciation
to the organizations and individuals
who purchased the sponsorships.
This year'shorse sboiiirill be held on
April 20 and 21 in the West Kentucky
Livestoak and Exposition center. Last
year's show attracted ome
200
spectators and 241 horses orn/even
states

recruited nine men per month and the
national average was four per month
Kentucky recruiters have recruited 11
men per month for the first quarter of
1979, Maj. Gen. Wellman added.
The local unit, commanded by Capt
John Slater, is a part of Company C of
the First Battalion, 123rd Armor
Division with headquarters in Paducah.
Other units of the division are located
throughout west Kentucky. The local
armory is located on Sunbury Circle off
of South 4th Street. -

Gus Gray Supply Co., Paducah;
Wells Electric; Hal Wright Construction CO., Mayfield; Belcher Oil,
Mayfield; Ted Billington, Consulting
Engineers; Murray Insurance Agency;
Janene Young Stable, Harrisburg, Ill.;
Parker Popcorn Co.; Security Federal
Savings and Loan Association.
Murray Supply Co. Inc.; Murray
Wholesale Electric Supply . Co.;
Bowling Tire Inc., Paducah; Murray
Ledger & Times; Vinson Tractor Co.;
Dakota Feed & Grain Restaurant;
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant;
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant, Aurora;
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Dairyman's Supply Inc., Mayfield;
Farmington Feed dz Supply, Veterinary
Priscriptions Feeds, Farmington;
WSJP.Radio; Hutson Chemical Co.;
Home Federal Savings and Loan of
Paducah, Murray; Fisher-Price Toys;
The Hoke Co. Tile.; Colonial House
Smorgasboard; and Mr. and Mrs. John
Williams, Paducah,

terivards the union and industry were
"no closer (to agreement) than we
were at the time the strike started last
Saturday night,"
The decision to break off the talks
made it certain the shutdown would
stretch into a second week, threatening
economic disruption's beyond the
already hard-hit - auto .industry. More
than 120,000 auto workers were laid off
or placed on short shifts in the 'first
week of the industry lockout of striking
Teamsters, and the government says
the number of layoffs in the auto industry alone may reach 200,000 next
week.
Despite the discouraging developments in the talks, Carter administration officials said the president
has no present plans to use the TaftHartley Act to seek a court-ordered end
to the dispute.
"Our stance at this point is that the
impact on the nation's-health and safety
does not warrant" going to court, said
one official, who asked not to be named
He said officials are continuing to
monitor the effects of the work stoppage.
The dispute began last Saturday,
When the union' and industry failed to
reach agreement on a new contract
covering 300,000 Teamsters by a
midnight deadline. The union launched
a limited strike against 73 companies,
and Trucking Management Inc., the
industry bargaining arm that
represents about 500 firms, retaliated
with a lockout .of an estimated 235,000
In discussing the negotiations,
mediator:Horvitz said he would remain
in touch_with both sides throughout the
weekend, but said he was not optimistic
talks could resurne that quickly.

Gov. Carroll Reprimands
Lt. Gov.Stovall's Actions
The following organizations and
individuals purchased sponsorships.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

Murray Electric System; Emerald
Ridge Farms, Grand Rivers; Reed
Crushed Stone Co., Gilbertsville;
Peoples Bank; Bank of -Murray;
Kopperud Realty; Tappan Coal
Emerine Construction Co. Inc.;
Paschall Truck Lines.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll, who has been treating
U.Gov, Thelma Stovall like a lady, has
reprimanded her as he would a spoiled
child.
In the bluntest language he has used,
Carroll castigated Mrs. Stovall on

"
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GUEST SPEAKERS at the Thursday meeting of the Murr4 Civitan Club
were.Mike Miller, right, special education teacher -at Murray High School,
and Keith Hays, center, chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Association. On the left is Larry Dunn, club president. The club
presented Miller withaa check for $100 for use in his program. Two
sophomores at Murray State University, Carolyn Sue Abell, Louisville, and
Lou Ann Kinard, Danville, were selected for Civilan scholarships for the
1979-80 school year. They are majors in mensal retardation and members
of the...Council icaf,,suptional Children, and will each receive $100- kW
each semester. funds for these scholarships come from the Civitan Candy
boxes in local business, according to Wayne Williafris, chairman of the
Scholarship Selection Committee.

Friday for issuing an executive order in
his absence — and the governor then
rescinded it. In a statement, the governor said that
because of the "abuse of power" by
Mrs. Stovall, a non-administration
Derriocratic candidate for governor, he
will be forced to stay in Kentucky until
the May 29 primary is over.
"Kentucky can ill afford having its
governor's hands tied by a public official who by her own action has lost all
sense of public responsibility and public
accountabilitka," Carroll said.
In Louisville, where she was taping a
show on WHAS-TV, Mrs. Stovall
defended her executive order, saying
she believed it needed to be issued.
She said if she were elected, her first
executive order would be the one
Carroll rescinded.
The new dispute between the
governor and lieutenant governor
revolved around the Kentucky State
Police Professional Organization,
founded two years ago to demand.
certain benefits anti security.
The organization contends it is not a
union, but has called for deduction of its
dues from the paychecks of trooperS.
State Pollee Commissioner Ken
Branden burgh has refused to recognize
the group, contending it is divisive.
While Carroll was in Washington on
Thursday, Mrs. Stovall- issued an
executive order ordering the dues
checkoff.
Carroll said the order "is so poorlY
drawn, in such complete ignoranciit of
the process by which such an action
would properly be accomplished, that it
is totally ineffective and totally invalid
on its own."
Nevertheless, he said, hesis "taking
the extra step" of invalidating Mrs.
Stovall's order.
last November, Mrs. Stovall called a
special session of the Kentucky General
Assembly while Carroll was in Georgia

TAKING A SPRING- WALK — Students at the jack and lill Child Care Center added a strange twist to the game of
Follow the Leader as they ventured out in sweaters and jackets this week for a brisk spring walk. To keep the
children in a straight line and prevent them from straying, June Gaines, owner of the center, left, and Vickie Knight,
assistant, right, gave them a rope to hold on to during the excursion.
Moto By Jennie B. Gordon

Hopefuls State Stands On Issues

Gubernatorial CandidatesSpeak
By The kisociated Press
One Democratic candidate for
governor has called on others to
remove state employees_ from their
campaign staffs, another spoke in favor
cialective bargaining for teachers,
and a Republican gubernatorial candidate opposed the method of granting
-utility rates -for the elderly.
John/i. Brown Jr., who entered the
race .for the Democratic nomination
March 26, announced at a Friday
meeting of the Western Kenticky Press
Association at Rough River State Park
that hia statewide campaign manager
would be Larry Townsend of Louisville.
Townsend announced his resignation
as executive director of the Economic
-Development Commission, saying it
was effective March 26, and Brown
-7-stateda a`lio member of my campaign
staff is employed by the government
and no one is abasing the taxpayers
through such a conflict."
Brown told the press group, "It is just
these kinds of abuses of the people's
money that has led us to the inflated
cost of government.
"The people on the state payroll work
for the state, for the taxpayers. We can
no longer have them living off public
money while they're giving their time
and energy to a political campaign,"
Brown said.
He called on other candidates to
eliminate state employees from their
campaign staffs.

"Literally thousands of dollars of
taxpayers' money have been wasted
paying. for the salaries, automobiles,
office AIM- telephones- and equipment
during this campaign," he said.
He also reiterated quit.
,a
a
businessmarr he would make asageod
governor — "one who has not spent so
much time inside the system that he
owes a part of himself and the govern"ment To the bureaucrats."
Campaigning in Louisville Friday
was Thelma Stovall, also seeking the
Democratic nomination, who said
during taping of a program on WHASTV that she favored collactive
bargaining for teachers.
She also defended her recent
executive order, issued Thursday in
Gov. Julian Carroll's absence from the
state, authorizing . a payroll dues
checkoff for a state troopers
organization.
Carroll had rescinded the order
Friday in Frankfort, criticizing it as
irresponsible, but Mrs. Stovall said she
believed it needed to be done.
She also said if she were elected, the
dues checkoff authorization for the
state police organization wbuld be her
first executive order as governor.
In Lexington, former Gov. Louie
Nunn, seeking the Republican
nomination, addressed an Optimists
Club meeting and said he hoped to curb
the rapid growth of the state budget.

Since he wasagoyernor eight years
ago, Nunn said, the budget has grown
frOm $2.5 billion a year to $7.8 billion.
He also said he would favor a balanced
federal budget "and I hope you will
encourage that."
Nunn said he did not favor having the
government order private utilities to
implement "lifeline" rates giving the
elderly a break on their bills.
"I would hasten to say that I have the
greatest concern and compassion to
people in need," Nunn saida-"But if the
government is going to render aid then
we in the name of government should
administer to them...
"For God's sake let's try to keep
private industry out of the business of
trying to administer the welfare
programs," Nunn said.
Nunn'saopponent for the Republican
nomination, Bowling Green lawyer Ray
White, was campaigning Friday in
southeastern Kentucky, where he
visited television and radio stations and
newspapers for interviews.
Democratic candidate Harvey Sloane
also campaigned in eastern Kentucky,
walking through downtown Pikeville,
while ,Carroll Hubbard, also in the
Democratic race, made stops at Leitchfield, Hardinsburg, Irvingtdn and
Brandenburg. Another -Democrat,
former state commerce commissioner
Terry McBrayer, was filming commercials at various locations.

Dr. Will Frank Steely To Speak
For Hazel High Alumni Dinner
Dr. Will Frank Steely,- history
prefessor at. Northern Kentucky
University, will be the speaker for the
annual Hazel High School alumni
dinner to be held at 7 p.m. Saturday,
April 14, at the Hazel Community
Center.

Rochester, after which he served for a
time as professor of history at Blue
Mountain College in Mississippi.
He was a professor of history' at
Murray State University from 19561967: serving part of that time as
chairrnap of the department. In 1967, he
became an academic dean at the
University- of Virginia.
Dr. Steely became the first president/
- • of the--new. Northern a,Keptucky
University in Highland Heights in 1969.
and served in that capacity until 1975,
Since that time, he has taught history
and has also taught irithe law school at
NK U.
He is married to the former losetta
Morris, and they have two children —
William Morris, who graduated from
Murray State University and is now in
Medical school at the University of
Louisville, and Lisa Elizabeth, a junior
at Georgetwon
University
in
Georgetown. [Sr. Steely serves on the
board of trustees of Georgetown.

Dr. Will Frank Steely
Dr. Steely, who was born in Hazel and
attended school there .for 12 years
graduating in 1943. served in the U.S
Navy and later was an ROTC cadet at
the University of South Carolina where.
he received his bachelor's degree.
He received a master's degree from
the University of Kentucky and a Ph.!)
in history from the University

A buffet-style dinner will be prepared
and served by the Hazel Woman's Club,
followed by musical entertainment by
Mrs. Oneida White and Garvice
Douglas.
Those local-alumni who wish to at"leg the dinner and who havgaiot been
contacted bp telephone'should call one
of the association officers no later than
Monday, April 9, for reservations.

The offiters are Robert Hendon,
president, 753-5744; Coffield Vance,
vice president, 753-1658; Griselda
Adams,secretary, 492-8625; and Myrtle
White, treasurer, 498-8716.
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partly cloudy
and warmer
Clear to partly cloudy and
warmer today. Highs in the low
60s Increasing cloudiness,
becoming windy and not as cold
taillight. Lows in the low 50s
Windy and warmer with a good
chance of showers and thunderstorms Sunday. Highs in the
mid 70s
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HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope

Diet thinking has changed

Monday, April 9
Saturday, April 7
- Saturday, April 7
Reservation
s for ladies day
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
Spring Hike Day will be held
Frames Drake
luncheon for Wednesday at
sale of green and flowering in the land Between the Lakes
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
noon at the Murray Country
FOR SUNDAy, APRILS,
plants along with cabbage, with registration from 7 to 10
•
1979
with
made
Club
should
be
egg plant, broccoli, green a.ni.
DEAR OR. LAMB - tam
What kind of day will Sometimes, you have to acShirley Boone, 753-5636, bs
accustomed to eating reOtherwise, in most cases,
pepper, and several varieties
tomorrow be? To find out what cept people as they are and not 55 years old and I think it
fined foods with little bulk if such acute complications
today.
•
of tomato plants will be from 8
Sunday, April 8
about
was
20
years
ago I was. were the same cultures that
the stars say, read the try to change them.
are not present, a diet that
am to 5 p.m. Parking will be
Junior clarinet recital by
hospitalized because of a
forecast given for your birth - SAGITTARIUS
had lots of bowel prableins, includes more 'suitable
Hazal__Cnoir
ounity
Center
hemorrhage
from
the
available behind the St. John's Lonnie Klein will be at Farrell
recincluding
the
cancer
of
Dec.
22
Nov.
to
21 i-)
efik10.
Sign
forms of bulk seems to imI was diagnosed as
will open at 11 a.m. for acRecital Hall, Murray State
Episcopal Church.
colon. People who ate whole prove the situation for most
Efforts to get help from tum.
having
diverticulos
is.
I
was
tivities
by
Hazel
Senior
the
grain cereals and foods that people.
University, at 1:30 p.m.
others produce minimal told I must never eat
ARIES
contained lots of bulk didn't
Citizens.
,Murray Head Start will hold
Prune juice contains a
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 igral4 results. It seems, you'll have roughage. - I didn't know
have these problems.
chemical that acts as a laxa-a rummage sale from 8 a.m. to
Sunday, April 8
handle
to
this
what
that
problem
was
but
after
Extra responsibilities make
There has been lots of tive. It is a popular do-itTuesday, April /0
Financial
3 p.m.
looking it up, the only two
Interpretation
discussion and argument yourself laxative but there
this day anything but a day of yourself. Accept the fact.
Household
shower
for
Mr.
vegetables
that
don't
Workshop
have
for
United
among authorities on the are far better ways to imrest. Minimize ego, and let a CAPRICORN
t_
roughage are carrots and
and Mrs. Don Swift who lost
Financial
Interpretation Methodist Church %Yemen will
validity of all these claims', prove bowel function.
sense of.duty be your guide, (Dec. 22, to Jan. 19)V etr/
their mobile home and con- 'Protect
•
Others may not take too beets. You can imagine what
but it is abundantly clear
Workshop for the United be at 2 p.m. at the Fulton
health.
a hard time it is not to be
that many people do far
tents by fire will be held at the TAURUS
kindly to your advice. Instead constipated
Methodist Church Women will United Methodist Church.
with this kind of
Plan Ahead To Save
better by increasing the bulk
fellowship hall of the Kirksey (Apr.20 to
of brooding, use ,your insights diet. Prune juice was my
be at 1:30 p.m. at the Paris
May 20)b
in their diets.
Uriittrd Methodist church at 1 -- You're liable to pout
to further establish your own only help. I also have been
- it'tiTTITir-ntrtinstrtst---Ifihre--fteve-eir.t-Mee.
Saving money at the superif you
I think one of the difficulphilosophy of life.
p.m. For iniiirrn
-lEen call 4n% don't get. -enough
eating French style string
Underhill will be honored at a
Church.
ties here, through the years. market begins at home. Plan
attention AQUARIUS
beans
on
own.
Please
my
let
2154
489-2112.
or
reception in celebration of
has been the misconception meals before you shop, using
from loved ones. The affairs of
me know, has anything
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
that foods that contain bulk the weekly food ads
their 50th wedding anSaturday, April 7
dependents take priority over
as a guide,
changed
in this diet' I have
Preliminary discussions re
were roughage and were
Ruth Warren Group of other matters.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276- niversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
suggests the National Live
been
told
it
has.
irritating
digestive
on
the
finances
joint
may lead to a
F. & A. M. will meet at 7 p.m. the North Branch; Peoples Sinking Spring Baptist Church GEMINI
DEAR READER: Twenty
system. That is true in some Stock and Meat Board. By
will meet with Patsy Neale.
( May 21 to June 201uoi00- more serious examination of years is a long time and
at the lodge hall.
Bank. They will, renew their
instances with some forms planning menus around meats
accounts.
Find
out
just
where
there certainly has been a
Maintain
wedding vows at Deward's
peace
with
roughage, but cereal fiber featured on special, youll be
of
change in thinking about or bran realty- doesn't fall getting the
Elm Grove Baptist Church relatives and higher-ups._ you stand.
Ham breakfast will be held Chapel Pentecotal Church at
most for your food
diets
for
patients
with
diverWomen will meet with Ruby Show others that you're
into that category. If it's dollar for that particular week.
by Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & 12:30 p.m.
ticulosis.
to
Mar.
These
little
pock20)
soaked, it gets very soft Make a " list of all
willing to take your share of
Futrell at 1:30 p.m.
A. M., at the lodge hall, Highthe foods
Minor hassles with a part- eta of the colon are really
rather quickly. That's why
.
domestic obligations. Be
way 121 and Johnny Robertson
Clarinet recital by Lonnie
you'll need for the planned
hernias,
and
many
authorior
ner
.close
investigato
ally
of
one
the
rs
may
of
cause
Calloway County YFAettes serious.
Road. Serving will start at 6 Klien, sophomore, Henderson,
you to re-evaluate your ties today think that spastic this problem likes to use the meals, then 'shop from that
CANCER
will
meet
at
the
Murray
LflL.
will
be
at
1:30
p.m.
at
the
_
relationship. Either you will colon and constipation prob- term softage for cereal fiber list. When you arrive at the
store, be alert for unadvertised
as opposed to roughage.
,
Farrell Reeital Rat Murray -VocationalSchool at 7i30 p m. 1. June 21 to July 22)480C) _lend your support or call it ±-lems eentribute to their
elevelopment.
• If
there's .-something
There are, times in the specials and adjust your list
MurraY State University State. quits.
I am sending you -The- ionise of complications of
Homeniakers Clubs will bothering you, get it off your
accordingly. -Other economy
Women's Society will have its
YOU BORN TODAY are a Health Letter number 5-6, • diverticulosis when 'a person
chest.
Serious
conversation
s
shopping tips: shop alone and
spring brunch and 'ityle show
Virgin Chapter NO-. 55 Order meet as follows: New
Divertirulos
better
organizer
is,
give
to
you
than
the
really needs to be on a very
with loved ones are indicated.
more detailed information' bland diet, or it may be never when hungry.
at the Racer Room, Roy of the Eastern Star will have a Providence with Fonda
typicalauem
ber
of
your
sign.
Don't
be
sullen.
Stewart Stadiani, at 9:30 a.m.
Palm Sunday service at St. Grogan and Paris Road with LEO
You have a . flair for on this paoblem. Other read- necessary for the patient to
be on a liquid diet or not take
moseymaking ventures, yet ers who want this issue can
John's Baptist Church at 3 Barbara White, both at 12.m. ( July 23 to Aug. 22
)
send 50 cents with a long, anything at all by mouth.
BEAT HOT COCOA
Square and round dancing p.m.
- If others are critical of your often choose an artistic oc- stamped, self-addressed en- But I'm talking about the
Murray Star Chapter No. spending
Sometimes recipes for hot
will be at the Woodmen of the
habits, perhaps now cupation. A tendency to velope for it. Send your very short term complicaWerld Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the 433 Order of the Eastern Star is the time to attend to budgets scatter your energies coupled request to me in care of this tions of the basic disease. cocoa tell you to beat the
Lakes will include soap will met at 7:30 p.m. at the and serious financial _ plan- with a dislike of routine and newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, These are such things as mixture until frothy. That's a
hard work can delay your Radio City Station, . New
making at Empire Farm from lodge hall.
Annu& Murray State
hemorrhage from one of the goOd way to prevent a skim
ning.
suceeSs. However, your -drive York, NY 10019.
little pockets or when oneof froM forming on the top and
University letathem-atics and
1 to 4 p.m. and Early 19thVIRGO
'Those bland diets that
Circles of First United ( Aug.
Science Fair a r elementary, Century woodworking tools'
23 to Sept 22)"Ptl. is se great that you won't be used to be used in treating the little pockets is inflamed keeps milk from boiling over
and behaves like appendi- as well as losing protein.
idle
for
Methodist
long.
A
Church
born
executive,
Women
will
junior high an. high school - uses at The Homeplace-1850.at
Don't be too much of a
...att_-vert
icelosis may have con- citis.
diVou are frequenlv_ an.
meet as follows: Alice Waters perfectionist, or else
1:30 p.m. students in the r.: in will be
tributed to the problem in
you may '/''
/j pop, if not a performer.
With Mrs. Otis Brooks, Bessie get down on yourselt K
many people. They. were so
from 8-a.m. to 4p.. at the
titYW
Murray Chapter of National tucker with
Writing,
acting,
law,,
banking, bland ,.. they didn't provide
Mrs. Jack Bailey; the difference between a
West Kentucky Livest6ck and Organization For Women will
real estate, and public krVice any bulk. As a good examand Maryleona Frost With of duty and self-denial.
Get Ready for Easter With A New Permanent
Exposition Center.
\meet at 7 p.m. in Room 172. Mrs. Charles
are fields which interest you. Ple, if you ate gelatin, you
Baker. all at 9:30 LIBRA
\
ham
Blackburn Science Building, a.m., and
Birthdate of: Mary Pickford, tiVould absorb all the protein
Faith Doran in ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
nutrients
and
in
and
it
all
Murray State.
Ruling Star Lodge No.
Jacques Brel,
senior youth room at 2-p.m. Difficulties with others may actress;
that would be left would be
will meet at the lodge hall at tilf,
Moi
-7637A-pril 9
put Jou in an introspective composer; and John Gavin, water. If your body needed
Beauty Salon
actor.
p.m.
Stogies Unlimited will meet
Groups of First Christian mood. Face facts and don't try
the water, that would be
at 7 p.m. in the social hall. of Church CWF will meer as to escape responsibility.
absorbed too. That doesn't
759-1800
leave very much for the
the First United Methodist follows: I. with Mrs. Frank' Finish neglected tasks.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
3 Operators To Serve You
In
1785,
Church for a snack and sing Holcomb, 1206 Dogwood
Jean-Pierre colon to act on.
Suzette Vaughn, Edith Siedd, Doris Brittain
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion.
SCORPIO
•
The English surgeon who
Blanchard made the first
social. Sarah Sims will en- Drive, at 10 a.rti. with the Rev.
This is a support group for
-CLOSED MONDAYS—
Oct. 23 to NO. 21)HI/
pgllopn crossing of the English first pointed this out showed,
families and- friends sof -tertain. All singles and their -Fred Morton as speaker;•IV
Don't_be ,too_r4ipi_d in your
worldwide
basis;
that on a
:anneL
children are invited.
alcoholics and forinformation
with Ms. Corinne McNutt, 712 evaluation /of a friendship.
those-cultures-ivnieb-wera-__
call 437-4229..
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m. with
- Parents Anonymous will • prpgram -by Mrs.
Greg
.
Meet at 7:15 P.m For in- McKee!.
Four-wheel Drive
sponsored._ _ by
Murray formation call 759-1792 or 753Dexter Senior Citizens will
Optimist dub, wilt be at 9261.
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Livestock
Show
and
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Center.
Exposition Center, College
Health Center, North
the
Farm Road,at 7 p.m.
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Groups of First Baptist
Murray,at 7:30p.m. .
Church Women will meet
Wpmen's Track Team will
follows: I with Mrs. Charles
host the Murray State
Russell's Chapel Uoited Mercer at 9 a.m., II with
Mrs.
Invitational Meet at Roy
Methodist Church Women will Burman Parker at 10
a.m.,
Stewart Stadium starting at
meet at the church at 1 p.m. and III with Mrs. E.
CiJenes
9:30a.m.
with Lora Wilkinson and Ethel at 2 p.m.
Walker as hostesses.
-- •
...KMEA -Choral FeatiVat.
- --Baptist - Young Women of
Coldwater Homemakers Memorial Baptist
sponsored by Kentucky Music
Church will
• Educators' Association for
Club will meet with Mrs. meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Ronnie Bazzell at 1 p.m.
junior and senior division
large horal ensembles from
Brotherhood and R. A.
the .First Region will be at
Monday, April 9
Outing of the Memorial
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Kirksey Senior Citizens will Baptist Charch will
start at
State.
meet at the Kirksey United the church at 8:30.
Methodist Church.
Activities for Hazel Senior.
Murray Hairdressers are Citizens will include lunch
at
scheduled to meet tonight.
11:45 a.m., and table games,
quilting, or own work at 12:15
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of p.m.
First United Methodist church
REFINISHING &
will meet in the senior youth
Ellis Center will be open
room of the church at 7 p.m.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
*Refinishing 8 Repairs
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens including
*Custom Built Furniture
Board of Directors of Com- devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
first
*Antique Bross Hardware
munity Theatre is scheduled lesson in a series on
•Cjso,s, Omit Kitchen Cabinets
consumer
to meet at the Public Library buying by Frances
Brown at
Radial-ply white sidewall tires
1131.,
dual 60/40-front seats
1(1,,\'±8
at 7 p.m.
11 a.m., lunch at noon, and
•
Extensive-anti-corrosion protection
band practice at 1 p.m.
Dorothy Moore Circle of the
• Driver-side remote-control mirror
• Air .,onditiont g, manual control
First Presbyterian Church
Hwy.641 So.
Murray TOPS (take off
• Tinted glass
• ToroeFlite a omatic transmission
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the pounds sensibly) Club will
Murray.
home of Cynthia Peterson 901 meet at the Health Center at 7
• Light Package
• ,
teeri g
:
nd
r. ,irrrocso
North 18th Street.
p.m.
•
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Muiray Business News Briefs
KENTUCKY NEWS BRIEFS

New Legislation Checks Land Purchase By Aliens
A wealthy Middle Eastern
horse breeder bought 469
acres of Kentucky land earlier
this year, for development
into a thoroughbred farm. The
price of the tract on the
Bourbon-Fayette county line
was reported to be $6,500 an
acre.

sales to foreigners have
become common enough to
raise concern in legislative
circles. According to U.S. Sen.
Herman Talmadge, chairman
of the Senate Agriculture
Committee, which ordered a
study of foreign land investment in this country,
nationwide land purchases by
Such sales are rare enough foreigners are "a significant
to attract press attention, but amount by any standards." As
other, less expensive land a result, there's increased
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our Own Home ...
Jerry L. Bolls of Murray was recently honored at the Mutual of Omaha Companies'
10th annual Chairman's Council award ceremonies. Bolls was presented the Chairman's Council medallion, symbol of the companies' most exclusive honor dub for service representatives, by V.J. Skutt, chairman and chief executive officer of the Mutual
of Omaha Companies. Bolls is associated with the R.& Condon Agency in Louisville.

More Than A Place To Live
_

To buy a home or not to
-buy a-borne?

That's not a difficult quesMI to answer, considering the
many advantages homeowners
enjoy over renters. These advantages range from gaining a
tax shelter to being able to
own a pet.
The National Association of
Realtors says: The sooner
someone becomes a homeowner,
the better off he or she is. To
explain why this is so. let's
take a closer look at some of
Tappan
Company
are the benefits involved with
unanimously opposed to homeownership.
EQUITY—As a homeowner
Icahn's election to the company's board of directors. gradually pays off his morthe builds up equity —
Blasius also indicated that, in gage,
money available to him when
the event Icahn should he sells. In a renting situacommence solicitation of tion, a monthly payment is
proxies for his election as a _ money down the drain. A
renter, in effect, is helping to
director, Tappan will issue a buy property
for the landlord.

Tappan Withdraws Proposal
Articles Of Incorporation Stop
MANSFIELD, Ohio — The
Tappan Company NYSETAP Wednesday announced
that it has ,informed the
Securities and • Exchange
Commission on Friday of Its
decision to withdraw from
consideration at its April 23
annual
of
meeting
shareholders, a previously
announced proposal to amend
the company's .articles of
Incorporation to authorize a
new, class of serial preferred
stock.
D.C. Blasius, Tappan
president,
stated
that
management has concluded
that the Company would be
unable to obtain an affirmative vote from two-thirds
of the total outstanding
shares, as required by law.
Blasius pointed out that a
large percentage of the outstanding shares are held in
"street" names and that
historically, many of these.
shares tend not to be voted
either for or against the
proposal.
In addition, Icahn & Co.,
Inc., a New York brokerage.
firm and its controlling

shareholder, Carl C. Icahn,
have acquired approximately
8 percent of Tappan's outstanding shares over the last
15 months and have advised
the company of their opposition to the preferred stock
proposal and their intention to
solicit proxies against the
proposal.
Blasius
said
that
management continues to
believe that -authorization of
the new preferred stock would
be in the best interests of the
company
and
its
shareholders, but, under the
circumstances, has decided to
withdraw the proposal. The
only matter now scheduled to
be presented for action at the
annual
meeting
of
shareholders Is the election of
three directors for a threeyear term ending 1982.
Blasius further stated that
the documents filed by Carl
Icahn and his company with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission also indicate that
they plan to solicit proxies for
the election of Icahn to Tappan's board of directors.
Blasius said the Board of
Directors and mangement of

further proxy statement
INFLATION HEDGE—Since
explaining in detail the `homes became more valuable
reasons why it will oppose the each year, owners have a way
the inflationary spielection of Icahn and will urge to combat
ral through ownership. Nathat shareholders withhold tionally, the value of existing
executing an Icahn proxy until homes has increased about 10
they have received the to 11 percent in the past year.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM —
company's proxy statement.

Mortgage payments remain
constant for the full term of
sually
the loan. 'while. rents u
:
increase with the cost of
TAX BREAKS — Interest
paid on a mortgage and real
estate taxes paid on property
are tax deductible, Fiff—eTramEighty -four - percent Tit married--tar,- -in-- -the- -first year --of- the
couples-age 65 and older own their purchase, a homeowner pays
own homes, the American Council $1,800 for interest on a $20,030
of Life Insurance says, compared to mortgage at 9 percent. and
several hundred for real es76 percent of all married couples. tate taxes. The total is tax
Of all age groups, home-owning deductible, and the saving in
is least common among couples the 20_ percent tax bracket
where the husband is under35 (57 would be at least 000. A
renter would not have such a
percent own homes), says the
benefit.

Home Ownership
High For Elderly

Council,- while 87 percent of famiCREATIVE FREEDOM —
lies with husbands age 45 to 54 own Remodeling' an apartment
their -owre homes.

benefits you only while you're
a tenant. Fixing up your own
home satisfies creative desire
and can build equity and colt_
er-all value.
PETS — Many apartment
building owners forbid animals
on the premises. However, in
your Own home, you can have
all the pets allowed by--leeal
government,

PRIVACY—Owning• a single-family home means you
can play a stereo set as loudly
as you want, practice karate
at 3 am„ or vacuum without
having your neighbors complain. Also, homeowners don't
have to fight with neighbors
over parking sp.ves.
SECURITY AND CREDIT—
Home ownership means being
olid part of the community
and having an .established
credit rating. .
All in all, owning a home
pripildes_ much_ more than Just
a place to live. It offers cornfort and economic stability,
and- in that respect has value
beyond all measuring.

Can I save
you money on
homeowner's
insurance?
Call and
compare.
Phone Allstate and
compare your present
homeowner's insurance
price and coverages with
OURS Maybe I can save
you some money

All

You're in good hands.
Allstate !neuron,Co Nofthhroc,k ft

See or Phone
lob
CPCU
Goy Billaroo
Goma Illirsittio
ha know
Dos Shipley
flu

Murray Insurance
Agent
164,

Cd141.0.

IS1,
1/11

The American Society of
Relocation Brokers announced this week that
Wayne B. Wilson of Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate,
Inc. has achieved the
professional
Senior
Relocation
Broker
designation, and has been
approved as a member of
the Society. This National
Society is composed of
professional real estate
brokers specializing in the
relocation field through out
the United States and
anada.

W e at the

Bank of Murray

members in their two-state
area lost. Based on the 82,155
lost that would amount to
;4,107.75.
However, the Morrisseys —
explaining that they like
"even numbers" — announced they will give $5,000
to be shared proportionately
among the Kentucky and
Southern Indiana counties
where they conduct Weight
Watchers classes,
"We are proud of the fantastic 'giving' record our
members established," Jim
commented. "Individually,
the 'gift' on the average

This Page
Written
For And
About
The Murray
Business
Community

Ron Wright

84N11 NOTES

amounted to 13 and 14 lbs. per
member. Our people made an
heroic effort because they lost
about a half pound per week
more than the usual average.
Prior to the campaign, our
members were averaging 1
and 34 pounds per week and
for the six weeks they boosted
that to 2 and la pounds per
week."
Weight Watchers classes in
Murray are held at the First
Presbyterian Church, 1601
Main Street, every Monday.,at
6:30 p.m.

Master Sales Counselor in the
Ford Society of Professional
Sales Counselors for 1978.
This honor is awarded to
saleipersonnel who display
extraordinary
sales
achievement during the
calendar year. Wright is
employed with Parker Ford
Inc. and has been a member of
their staff since 1976.

by Bill BoYd

The average woman
will live seven years
longer than the average
man. This means that
'many widows will be
forced to Jake full
charge of their finances
in the last years of their
lives.

Husbands should be sure their wives participate
in all of the family's financial planning and

oBAN
pmanagement.
N,".

Member FDIC
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the storm,dear::
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Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main

753-0489

Introducing a New Insulation Service

Modern
Energy
Methods

I Without
your help,we can't afford to win.
.,

753-7505or 753-8277

%lake necM. payabie to U S Olympic Committee,
PO Boo 1980-P, cathedral Station. Boston. MA 02118 -
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Wayne Wilson
Jerry Bolls
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offer our

Congratulations
to

Local
Merchants
_Attend
Seminar

The home you can afford
now may not" meet your "dream. house" requirements,
Ford Division of the Ford
but it does represent an opporrunity to start building a Motor Company recently
nest egg you can use later on
as a down payment for a announced that Ron Wright
has attained the status of
house yr,u,prefer.

Weight Watchers Donate $5,000
Weight Watchers members
in Kentucky and Southern
Indiana set a new "fat-giving"
record that translated ipto a
$5,000 donation to the
American Heart Fund in the
two states.
- -''Because of the ' bad
weather in early February our
Weight Watchers drive was
extended to six weeks,"
Director Kay Morrissey explained. "And our members
really came through
losing
an amazing 82,155 pounds!"
She added: "And the
Murray class really did its
share — losing a total of 318
lbs. The local Heart Fund
organization will be credited
with its share of the donation
based on the pounds lost
here."
The last time Weight
Watchers participated in the
Heart Fund members lost
71,522 pounds.
Directors Kay and Jim
Morrissey had planned to give
five -cents for every pound

an alien may oven land in the aren't alarmingly heavy—yet.
State Sen. Pat McCuiston and During the 18-month period
would prohibit a foreign between January 1977 and
business or individual from July 1978,5.some 826,543 acres
owning or controlling more of American land were perthan 10 acres of agricultural chased by foreigners. This
land.
amounts to only .08 percent of
it limits such purchases to five all U.S. agricultural land but
acres. And during the first accounts for 2.25 percent of all
three months of 1979, 27 other farmland sales during the
states considered legislation period studied.
to restrict foreign ownership
In Kentucky, acreage sold to
in some manner. Also this foreigners during that period
year the U.S. Agricultural ranged somewhere around
Stabilization
and
Con- 3,000
acres;
Kentucky
servation Service issued final reported fewer sales to
regulations that established a foreigners than most states.
system . for
continually About half of all. U.S. sales to
collecting data on foreign land foreigners were concentrated
purchases, with fines to in seven Sunbelt states
°reign purchasers wholail to stretehing frnm_Texas .10
make reports of as much as 25 South Carolina.
But state legislators will
percent of the land's fair
have the opportunity to debate
Judi Warren and Rosemary market value.
The reasons for all this the adoption of a more
Graham of Allison's Cards &
Gifts, Murray, recently at-, activity to control transfers of protectionist law for Kentucky
tended a retailing, Seminar land from American hands to when they consider Sen.
offered by Hallmatk Cards 'foreign owners are many. Sen. HeCuistan's bill. Opposition to
Incorporated, at the com- Talmadge cited fears that the bill also has surfaced, first
pany's •international heavier foreign investment in from spokespersons for the
headquarters in Kansas City, comparatively cheap U.S. thoroughbred industry. J.E.
land can cause further in- Bassett III, president of the
Missouri.
The five day session in- flation of land prices here, and Kenneland Association in
cluded product briefing, the possible compromising of Lexington, said foreign buyers
'studies in store _mer- U.S. control over its food have been good to the horse
chandising and m'anagement, production. Others are con- industry, and "in the event
and tours of Hallmark cerned over the political (they) wish to buy land in
facilities, in the Kansas City ramifications of increased Kentucky to place the horses
area.
foreign,
ownership
of on, it is unreasonable to set up
some kind of legislative
The classes, designed to aid American real estate.
Hallmark
retailers
in
Farmers are worried about restrictions."
operating ttreir stores and the additional pressures on
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
better
serving
their small farms, and-they. comcustomers, were conducted by plain about tax breaks offered THE MOVE: Market direcHallmark executives and to foreigners. Since 1936, non- tion was upward. Leading
retailing experts.
resident aliens and cor- gainers were: Ashland Oil
Judi and Rosemary and porations have been exempt (NYSE), to 4378 from 423,4;
other Hallmark retailers from paying capital gains Humana(NYSE ),.to 323,4 from
attending the session stayed at taxes on American farmlands 30'4; Reliance Universal
(OTC), to' 1811 from 161
.4.
Crown Center, the well-known transactions.
redevelopment
The study ordered by the Greatest declines: Glenrnore
Hallmark
project situated adjacent to Senate Agriculture Com- (AMEX), to 2034 from 213/4
the company's headquarters. mittee shows that sales of U.S. Vermont American (AMEX),
agricultural landeo foreigners, to 1834 from 19.
activity at both federal and
state levels to get an accurate
picture of such ownership and,
in some cases, to severly
restrict it.
One of the first bills prefiled
for consideration by the 1980
Kentucky legislature, for
example, would not allow that
Middle Eastern horse fancier
to buy this Kentucky farm.
Kentucky law presently puts
limits on the numbers of years
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-Jimmy's White House
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Billy Carter
Hospitalized

Letter To The Editor

g

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The word
from Georgia is that hospitalized Billy
Carter is "feeling like a Marine again."
The monthly Plains Statesman, a
hometown tabloid born of brother
Jimmy's successful campaign for the
presidency, reports that Billy, is
following an arduous exercise regimen
that includes "miles of running on top
of pushups."
Billy, described by the newspaper as
a reformed "professional drinker," is
being treated for alcohol abuse at the
Long Beach, Calif., Naval Hospital.

problems Of eating
Dear Editor,
In reply to Mrs. Donald Tefft letter
about problems of renting if one has
children, but never ask about pets, well
most of our pets are housebroken and
many of our children break houses. I
have been a renter and never had any
trouble about pets or children and I
have rented to others, put I'd hestitate
to rent to anyone without asking for
references from their former renters.
Many of these children of_the "'50's,
'60's and '70's" who have been reared
by Dr. Spock etc. and allowed to "express themselves" still do just that and
by so doing play havoc with their lives
as well as the lives and property of
others along with our country in
general.
Yes, I'm a mother, grandmother and
dearly love children but I have absolutely no time for parents who do not

teach their children to behave and
respect their and others property. No: I
don't think God will turn these precious
children away, but I can't help but
wonder what He will do with we parents
when these precious ones start
dismantling the Pearly Gate and
throwing temper taritriuns on the
Golden Streets??
He gave us instructions in His Book
on how to rear our children."Train up a
child in the way he should go, Bring
them up in the nature and admiration of
the Lord" and many others. When he
blesses us with the precious little ones,
He expects its to follow His guidance in
rearing them, and wouldn't it be a
wonderful world' if we parents only
would do just that?
Yours .truly,
Ynema Wright
Rt. 1, Murray

tooking Back
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NUCLEAR REACTION

Inside Report

\Hi iss

lausilEs an.and linIsert•Nosak

10 Years Ago
The recent kidney screening which
Jeannie Jarrett are participating in the
was held for grades one through six in
4-H Junior Leadership Conservation
the Murray and Calloway County
Training Camp being held this week at
Schools has been completed and all
North Center 4-H Center at Carlisle.
parents of the children who received t
Bettie Usrey, Betty Goheen, Ann
positive tests have been notified. The
Miller, Pat White, James Gantt, Ann
survey, sponsored by the Murray
Foy, and Margaret Hughes, students,
Witatian's Club and local health ofaccompanied by, Wayne Williams, are
fiCials, included 2,400 school children •in a campaign
- for Christ by the
with 51 referred to physicians for
Churches of Christ of Ohio University.
treatment.
A special feature story on Blackwell
Staff Sgt. Wayne S. Cordrey, son of
Stables, located two miles west of
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Cordrey, has been
Murray off Highway 94, written. by
-awarded the Bronze Star Medal for
Barbara Holsapple, is published.
services while on duty in Vietnam.
Photos of the horses are by Ken StinJayne Scott, Clair Eversmeyer. and
nette.

CIA's Dead Arm

President Carter's early rising aides
have solved a problem that had proved
an embarrassment in dealings with
counterparts at the Pentagon, State
Department and Central Intelligence
Agency.
Almost routinely, Carter. folks get
near-dawn calls from bureaucrats
outside the White House who want to
discuss articles appearing in morning
editions of the New York Times.
Until quite recently, however, copies
of the Times which, along with the
Washington Post, are must breakfast
reading in high government circles,
were available around town before
reaching the desks of the Carter people.
Now the White House has achieved
parity with the departments and
agencies. By ordering the Times direct
from the local distributor, bypassing
the
middleman
news
dealer,
presidential aides no longer have to
confess they don't' know what early
morning callers are talking about"'hp
they cite articles in the Times.

leader for a while after announcing his
WASHINGTON — Although details
equipped for the task. What's more,
presidential candidacy — perhaps
are veiled in "top secret" national
Just as he began to speak, he was
keeping the job for the rest of the year.
sacurity files, the State Department
disconcerted as questionnaires for a
President Carter assistant Hamilton
- Moreover, to "step aside" does not
recently decided against an extremely
CBS presidential preference poll were
Jordan
made one of his - rare local
important but relatively simple cloaknecessarily-mean to resign, in Baker's
passed through the audience.
speaking ,appeararie-es at the National
and-dagger operation in a Southeast
opinion. He may merely take a leave of
The usually dynamic Kemp wanPress Club a few weeks ago
Asian country. The reason: th4 CIA
absence from the leadership, during
and
dered listlessly through 25 minutes of
sounded like a standup comic.
decided it would have to be reported to
which Stevens — not Tower — would
disconnected fragments from his
Jordan began with a reference to
Congress.
automatically succeed him.
regular speeches. The CBS poll put Carter's mention of "Montezuma's
That decision, reached after
New officers of the Murray Jaycees
Kemp dead last in all categories —
Paschall, Tommy Miller, Pat Butrevenge" during a dinner toast to the
agonizing deliberations, reflected fear
KEMP BOMBS
are John Sammons, Robert Hopkins,
including "best' speaker," where he president of Mexico.
terworth, Reda Overby, Joe McCallon,
— born of past experience — that the
A hint of how ill-prepared Rep.'Jack
Hugh Eddie Wilson, Wilburn Wayman,
barely nosed out George Bush for the
Joe Dunaway, and Bobby Manning are
"I had to run to make it here," said
operation would assuredly be leaked by
Kemp is for the presidential race he is
and Maurice Crass, Jr. Directors are
booby prize.
Jordan, "but unlike the president • in
members of the cast of the play, "How
one of the scores of congressmen or
contemplating was his abysmal per, Bobby McDowell, L. W. Smith, Al
A footnote: Bush's performance was Mexico last month, I had the good taste
Betsy Butted In," to be presented by
their staff aides.
formatKe
at
the
Midwestern
McClain, Loyd Boyd, and Jack
not helped by granny glasses that make not to tell you why:"
the juniors at:-Lynn Grove-High_ school
Under oversight rules insisted on by . Republican Conference in Indianapolis
. him look faintly professorial and ab- '
Davenport.
on April 10.
_
Reporting that he had been instructed
Congress in the post-Watergate - March 10.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edgar
sent-minded. Rutile is abo—utto discaid by the president of the clubspe:
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
climate, eight congressional cornAlong with five other Republicans
Geurin, 59.
them for proper spectacles. Bush is also "only a very few minutes." he added,
a
- nd Mis. John fiAlui-doek, a bOY.in Mr-- - --mittees'must- be-informed, in -secret, zatered • -in the president
ial "cattle
Dr. C. S. Lowry was the banquet
taking lessons to unlearn what he. -'So I assume you want me,to talk
and Mrs. Bobby Tucker, a boy to Mr.
.about all undercover or clandestine
about__
5how" at the conference, Kemp was
speaker at the Spring Conference of the
and Mrs. Jack Kennedy, and a girl to
operations to be undertaken by the allotterrio 10 minutes. Unlike the. learned in earlier exercises about how the accomplishments of: the Carter ,
go •
• to make along, serioua speech, now he admiagration."
Kentucky Library Association College
Mr. elnd Mrs. Donald Keller.
CIA's once formidable cloak-andothers, Kemp had prepared no special
is undergoing a cram course in stumpand Reference Section held at Kenlake
Another Jordanism, harking back to
Debbie Lanifolt was, honored at a
dagger division. Such broadcasting of
iliaterial. His staff simply was not
speaking and crowd-pleasing rhetoric. the winter day when he demanded Bella
Hotel April 3 and 4.
party held in celebration of her third
super-secret operations has played int
Carolyn Camp, Sonya Miller, Janice
Abzug's resignation as co-chairperson a .
the hands of the anti-CIA clique on
birthday by her mother, Mrs. Gene
Sims, Shirley Lassiter, Loretta „Landoll, at their home on. April 4.
of a White House advisory commission
Capitol Hill and encouraged systematic
on women:
leaking aimed at further discrediting"Jimmy Carter'is tough. He is a man
the_CIA.
Column al historicakbnd genealogical
When high officials at State were
of great personal courage. On his desk
anecdotes, stories and .famils- notes.)
The fourth quarterly conference for
Miss Marilynn Conger Mason,
is Harry Truman's sign, 'The Buck
finally told that the CIA's lawyers had
thesKirksey Methodist Circuit will be
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason of
Stops Here.' It was this courageous,
ruled that the operation fell within legal
held April 9 'at the Mt. Carmel
Murray, was married to Gaylord
steely eyed, determined president who
reporting rules, it was immediately
Methoditst Church with the Rev.
Theodore Forrest, Lt. Colonel, U. S.
turned to me and Said, 'Hamilton, you
cancelled. Risks of disclosure and
William S. Evans, district superinNavy, on April 6 at the First Baptist
fire Bella."'
subsequent political embarrassment, it.
tendent, presiding.
Church.
was felt, outweighed the value of the
- Births reported include a boy to Mr.
operation.
Deaths reported include R. W.(Dick
Realizing that these columns have
and Mrs. Ralph Rea visonApril 2, a girl
While Crockett grabbed for his gun,
Lee, 85.
been niuch too serious lately, I looked
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley on April
the bear headed for other-territory,
BAKER STAYS
Elected as- officers of the Murray
around for a funny story or two about
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs; Urban L.
"squealing as if something ailed his
Defense, oriented Republicans can
High
School
Parent-Teacher
the
old days. The first one I came
hinder parts." Davy was disappointed
Belcher
on
abandon
April 5.
hope that Sen. Howard Baker
Association for 1949-50 were Jo Clete
across was about, naturally, Davy
at
this turn of events, since he felt he
Showing
at
of
Tennesse
the
will
Capitol
e
be
replaced
Theatre
Sen.
by
is.
Williams, Hallie Kopperud, Sue Jetton,
Crockett. Davy, who was famous for so
owed the bear a vote of thanks. Hauling
"The Return of Daniel Boone" starring
John Tower of Texas as Senate
and Verble Yates. Louise Baker is the
many other things, too, was especially
him out of the tree "war not the only
Bill Elliott with Betty Mills and Dub
minority leader in time for the SAI.T II
retiring president.
well known for his tall tales, — in fact, it
thing I had to thank him for. I had a
Taylor.
debate.
has been said that he even joked his
touch of the toothache before, and the
Baker previously had promised he
way into Congress — something that is
bite I got of his tail cured me entirely.
would "step aside" as floor leader when
still being done today.
I've never had it since, and I*can
his
campaig
n
for
the
Republic
anElected as members of the Board of
the sale of tobacco on the Murray
One story Colonel Crockett told was
recommend it to all people that has the
presidential nomination got going. That
Directors of the recently organized
Market. The season's average is $6.98.
how
he discovered that swallows spend
toothache to chew two inches of a bear's
spawned
hope
among
hard-line
rs
that
Murray Chamber of Commerce are
The Peoples Savings Bank will spend
theiwinter in a hollow tree. It was also
tail. It's sartin cure. Thar are a wicket
Tower, chairman of the Senate
Wells Overbey, Luther Robertson,
between $3,000 to $5,000 in remodeling
how he found a cure for the toothache.
site of vartue in bear's grease, as I
Republic
an Policy Committee. would
Hugh Gingles, Bill Swann, Dr. Hugh' its building, according to T. H.
Stokes,
One day while he was out hunting he
know by my own experience."
defeat Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska,
Houston, Prof. G. B. Pennebaker, Jack
president.
thought
he heard thunder in the
Now that's almost as good as some of
assistant
floor leader, as Baker's
Sharborough, Paul B. Gholson, and
Circuit Judge Ira D. Smith will
distance. Since it was a clear day, he
Paul Bunyan's tall tales.
replacem
ent.
Tower
would
provide
a
Ernest C. Jones.
preside at the April term of Calloway
started looking around for the source of
Tore partisan Republican voice on the
Deaths reported this week include .
County Circuit Court to open here on
the noise, only to discover "a hull
itrategtc
limitatio
arms
n
treaty
:William D. Wicker, Mrs. A. W. Swain, •
April -10.
swarm of swallors come bodily out of
(SALT).
•
-Mrs:--Mettle- Allea;14-;-Destle-Wwil 46
Altie-StabblefielfiT -F44se1le --Hargis;
old hollow sycamore;-and it war the
an
But 13 kr
no-'hurry to leave. "It
Frank W. Miller, 75, and Mrs. J. A.
Gus Yarbrough, I. B. Allbritten, Mary
noise they made with the flapping of
was
too
hard
to
win
the
job
in the first
Barton.
Ruth Houston, Hilda Ann Lawson, Julie
their wings."
place for him to go quickly," one Senate
Hazel High School won the district
Coleman, Willie Barnett, and Faye
This provoked his natural thirst for
insider
explained
to
us.
In
particula
r,
champisoshis cup in the forsenic
Hendon are merribers of the cast ci the
exploration, so he cut a sapling, leaned
he wants to be at the helm of the SALT
events Feld March 24 at Murray State
Play, "Where's Grandma," to be
it up against the hollow tree and
debate. Therefore. Baker may stay as
Teachers College.
presented April 8 by the senior class of
proceeded to climb upend look in. "As
Helen J. Moses, disaster represenNew Concord High School.
war bending over the edge of the holler
tative of the American Red Cross, will
New members of the Beta Club of
to look down, the saplin' broke under
conduct a meeting of the Calloway
Murray Training SchoOl are Evelyn
me, and trying to catch at something I
1 female black and tan part-German •
County Disaster Committee at the high
Oglestay, Franklin Curd, Barbara
lost my balance and fell down into- the
Shentierd,'7 months old
school auditorium on April 11, acShackelford, James Boyd, and Oliver
tree head foremost." .
2 male, 2 female part-Shepherd, 3
cording to B Melugin, executive
Whom have I oppressed? or of
Hood.
.
Fumbling around inside the
months old
whose hand have I received any.
secietary of the Calloway County Red
Peanut butter is listed at 20 cents a
blackness of the hollow tree, he thought
I male Shepherd-Collie, adult
bribe to blind mine eyes therewith?
Cross Chapter.
quart in the ad for U-Tote-Em this
for a minute he had- fallen into a
1 male part-St. Bernard, black and
I
Samuel
'12:3.
An average of $6.03 was reported for
week.
featherbed — *until he heard a loud
white, 2 years old
Elected officials can point with
growling. It was'then that he realized
1 male Pointer-type, -white with__
pride to years of service..in which
_ _ _ _
that he had inadvertently bedded down
brown, adult
there was no cheating.
hibernati
with
a
beer.
ng
got
He
his
out
I female Pointer-type, white and
Thestormwhich passed through here near the 1,000 mark, accordin
ea
g to
black, adult
•
on March 31 did considerable damage college officials.
knife and .procietged
r to protect
▪himself.
Mi7rray Ledger & Times
1 female part-Shepherd, black with
-8,144,he
to about 10 barns and otheroutbuildings
ff. was clean amazed,
Murray Chief of Police J. F. Hays has
(USPS WM)
white, 1 year old
in the southeast _part _si.,CallowAY. T.issued a, warning that persons will
and macien bolt to get out of the scrape
Publisher
Waiter 1.:Apperson
be
1(Vale part-Setter, white and black,
rittor
most cowardly."
Roliene.44
Coithty
A few of the puppies available for
,
04-h•-•
H
prosecuted for vandalism -and for
Thn Murrar ledger & Tunes is pubhshed
1
year
-Hon°,
Deaths reported this week include F41 taking flowers from graves and lqts
old.
stranger
adoption
sex
I, "we don't
at the Animal Shelter bask in
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ
in
ma', Dar . New Year's Day and Thanksgivuig.br
Stubblefield and Mrs. Sarah Crass, 75. the Murray City Cemetery.
part company without having a fair
CATS AVAILABLE
the April sun, waiting hopefully for
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St
1 white mate with gray spot, 1 year
More that) $20,000 was paid out for
shake for a fight." With this, Davy tried
someone to come to take them home. If
More than 200 worshipers parMurrar Ky...42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
old
_milk during the month of February by ticipated -in the Sunrise Eastern
Murray. KY 43071
to grab the bear's fur. "But finding the
you can give one of the animals listed
SerSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
I black and white female, 5 months
war
hair
likely
the Murray Milk Products Company vices held Sunday morning in front
to
give
below
way,
I
got
a
hold
good
of
home, visit the shelter
artier, $2 75 per month payable in"
of
old
By mailin Calloway I ounty and is Benton If,
his stump of a tail with my teeth and
here, according to G. B. Scott, local the new auditorium at Murray
Monday
through
Friday
noon
from
to
9
State
.,
•
din. May`field. Sedalia and karnungton. Kr and
I gray tiger-striped female with
had him fast enough."..j
manager of the new milk plant here.
or 1 to 4,'or on Saturday from 10 to noon.
white
Tbachers College. The Rev. E. B.
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, T'n , $19 50 per
feet,
7,
The bear decided he hae slept long
year By mail to other destinations, $35 00 per
The county tax levy was set at $1.47 Motley was the speaker.
months
old
The shelter is located at 106 F.
year
1 gray with white female, 7 months
enough and rapidly began to exit the
by the-Calloway Courity-Fiscal Court at
Sycamore xtended. For information
Births reporte4include,a.girl to_
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
'As'sortstrorraret-Southeen Newspallies-Vublrskrers the meeting held at the office, of Judge and Mrs. Lloyd Gtog3n.
call 759-4141.
.•
hollow tog,- dragging Crorkeft*on -up
AssOciation
1 sellnw_witb_whit
Jones.
e _male, 8 months
DOGS AVAILOLE
The Associated Prem is eiclusivelr entitled to
Beale's
Bakery has all types•of cakes
•
him.
"When
with
he
begun
tired,
get
to
I
old. Very frierwilf;-but - needs. sizecial
republish local news originated by The Murras
Circuit Judge Ira D. Smith will listed as selling for 10 and .20 cents.
black
mixed
puppies,
breed
2
quickene
d, his pace with an awful
tkeger &Tunes as Wee a% an Other AP news
home. •
preside at the April term of Calloway
TF,J.F:PHONF: NUMBERS
months old
Salmon, Chum, No. 2 can, is listed as
fundamental poke with my butcher."
Holmes:V(1"er
751
,
County Circuit Court Clerk opening selling for 15 cents in the ad for
4
part
-Pointer, part-Collie, 2 months
the C. 0.
Prodded thusly, the bear made quite
(Ungifted Advertising
753-1916
If you would like information ;bout
April 8.
old
Retail Display Advertising
Beech Grocery.
753-1919
time,
and
was
good
soon
of
out
the
tree.
the
circulation
i
months
Humane'Society, write 105 E.
old
Enrollment for -the mid-semester at
1
753-1914
part-Collie,
female
3
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Davy hit the ground first, since the bear
Niers and Sportsflept'
,753-1915
Sycamore Extended, or call 759-4141 or
I female blonde part-German
llurray StiCe Teachers College will "Outlawed" with Tom Mix and
Tony.
tumbled out tail first.
753-3994,
shepherd. 4 months old
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We sure don't have any
trouble getting rain do we? I
think there has been enough to
fill a new lake two or three
times over.
Both lakes remain muddy to
murky with a few feeder
creeks bringing clear water
into the rising muddy lake
water. I must tell you about
one stream I saw Tuesday.
Turkey Creek is on the
eastern side of Ky. Lake and
has a year round supply of
spring water that is crystal
clear. Tuesday the lake level
was still rising and as this
muddy water met with the
clear from Turkey Creek, it
turned it as blue as any ocean.
ever has been. I mean there
was about an acre that was
affected and it was one of the
most beautiful water scenes I
ever heard of.
This edge or line of
bicolored water gave us a
perfect opportunity to take the
advice of the bass pro's and
cast there for bass.
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Winch

Hang on to your overcoats It is taken for granted you are
And that is worth something.
and high top boots. We're a four wheel drive nut to begin
In the terrain that most of us
going to make another go at with, and the plain fact of the
put our four wheel drives into,
camping this weekend with matter is that either way you
ground clearance can be the
the Twin Lakes Four Wheelers go it's going to thin down the name of the successful game.
up at Camp Energy in LBL. old wallet by a good cool half, Big Tires can be more
With our luck an eighteen inch grand. Which is about what a
hindrance than het)) - for insnowfall is highly possible "whole" car cost back when stance they are not as good on
even in April.
Grandpa bought his, and the
wet pavement, snow, slick
During the past week we ran funniest thing of all was that it grass, much of our muds, and
across the one millionth in- had neither and would go a lot asphalt. Unless properly installment of the BIG TIRE vs of places that a four wheel flated and I've yet to meet the
WINCH controversy. It's a drive has trouble crossing.
four wheeler locally who does
subject that four wheelers far
Are you better off with the much of this. On rocks they
and wide never seem to reach big tires? Or with the winch? are good if you let the pressure
much of an agreement over. The money is about the same down for a softer ride, and
And we doubt our comments -'regardless First of all we then the greater load carrying
will entirely solve the issue, should consider the at- capacity over the stock tires
but at least, maybe they will mosphere projecting image of comes into focus.
give many of you some food the four wheel drive beast at
You can get stud,' witIrBig
for thought on the matter.
the Dairy Queen and also on Tires.
•
Like we have said before, the Court Square. Most four
A Winch is something most
our opinion is not a bit better wheelers do. Big tires look four wheelers put off to thg
than the next .guys but _it tough. They cancel out that last thing when improving
sometimes gets printed.
sissy-fled undernourished, their rigs. It's a case of Jack
(Which reminds us to issue' definitely sick appearing look the Giant Killer. A four wheel
one important clarification of most factory lour wheel drive
can
go
almost
right here,- the word WINCH drives. They're Tartan where anywhere. A four wheel drive
is a mectizrrtra-F—what:____you
xnerr_previously had Woody. with winch can go anywhere.
chamacallit that is many
. -knageis important. Provided! There is something
times used to get four wheel Half of getting to where-you're, to tie to! Hang one of those
drives unstuck. We have never going is the confidence that---Ilriirtr-or-43.a.sey mechanical
quite gotten over the well thinks you can.
miracles on yOur—front
intentioned mother of a four
Big Tires can be helpful to bumper and your rig can
wheeler who called us one your offroad mobility in literally climb trees. When
night pertaining to bur certain instances - primarily you want to climb trees. The
mentiOn of a Winch. She had where flotation becomes rest of the time you've got One
the, Toni Jones type thing in critical. That is mainly sand. hundred pounds plus sitting up
mind, being a woman who Which there is not much of there on the front bumper
does naughty_thingsis called a locally. The other thing that beating the living daylights
Wench. Among other things.) Big Tires Can igVe you is tri= ourtt sae,-diStresmet front
BIG TIRES versus WINCH. creased ground clearance. end. •
The winch has eye appeal. It
takes the smooth Rock Hudson
look of your rig and converts it
into a Frankenstein with a bad
toothache look. Yet when

NBA Tournament

National Bass Association will hold their Kentucky
National Tournament out of Sportsman's Lodge and Dock,on
Kentucky Lake, April 13, 14, and 15. The lake has been off
limits to all contestants since Saturday, March
31.
RegistratiOn .will be held today Saturday, April 7, with an
entry fee of $250. Practice days will be Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday.
Around 150 contestants from across the United States are
expected to attend. Among these will be sonic well known
names such as, Junior Samples, of He-Haw; Rowland
Martin, Broken Arrow, Okla.; Bill Dance, Memphis,-Tenn.;
Shortie Evans, a 65 year old undertaker who has previously
won two tournaments on this lake, Houston, Missouri. Some
of the local people who will be fishing are Hugh Massey, Don
Gilbert, Russell_ Curd all of Murray: Ronald Colbert,
Mayfield; John Vinson, Cadiz; and Ron Shearer, from the
Benton area.
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Boat Registration

RESTAURANT
Murray, Kentucky

South 12th Street

753-4111
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Fish Market

and

159-1208

with

So. 12th. St.

and

o We Spec oaloze In (enla.cky Lake Catfish)
•

with

you're out there in the bottomless hole with mud clear
over the doorhandles and an
Gary Jenkins, Route 3, Murray, received the 'Best In
umpteen mile walk facing you
State' angling citation from Sports Afield magazine afback to a phone fora wrecker
ter he caught a 3 pound, 2 ounce spotted bass, the
which equals the downlargest Taken in Kentucky in 1978. Jenkins caught the
payment on a winch fish in Blood River at Kentucky Lake last August.
Frankenstein may look pretty
good.
mechanical
Barring
gastrophia a winch will get
you out. With some horsesense. If you're in the
By John Wilson
midctle of a three hundred
acre soybean field it's not easy
- .
but the winch can do it.
You will find friends you
never knew you had when you
get a winch. Everytime
somebody gets stuck who
knows you a friend will appear. Even at three o'clock in
the morning!
By John Wilson
The conservation education who have participated in the
The truth of the matter is - a
Over 100,000 Kentucky fifth division operates
three conservation education
winch is used far more
and sixth graders are now camps, each with
a capacity program in Kentucky schools
times to pull somebody else
bringing home 'applications of 200 students per week:
out than it is to extrioate one's -for
are eligible to attend camp.
a rather unusual camping Camp Earl Wallace, on Lake
self. But if you ever get used to
Full descriptions of the
program created by the Cumberland; Camp John
camping programs and ap7
having one, you'll be very
Department of Fish ad Currie on Kentucky Lake; and
plications were given to each
nervous any time you go off
Wildlife Resources.
Camp Robert Webb on student during March and
the road without it. It's the
While
campers
par- Grayson Lake. The programs completed applications will be
joker in the deck. You may not
ticipating in thispgram will at all three are identical and
accepted on a first-come,firstuse it often - but when the
oset seeved basis through May 1.
chips are down,- it's the boss. get -121W—s-Fiare of outdoor the camper attends the-d—
activity
—
swimming, camp to his home.
However,Bell urges parents
BIG TIRE versus WINCH.
boating, fishing and nature
Another very appealing to get applications in as early
The only way you'll ever
study — they attend camp aspect of this camping
really settle the argument is to
as possible, since facilities are
primarily to learn about program, Bell said, is its cost.
get both. Either can be a very
limited and it is not always
conservation and safety, The week in camp (Monday
possible to'tiCconunodate
worthwhile improvement to
your four wheeler. Neither is according to William Bell, through Friday) cost 823 plus every boy or girl who wishes
director of the Division of transportation charges. These
absolutely necessary.
to attend.
Conservation Education in the charges average around
Come to think of it, if we're
$5,
Bell said that parents with
depending upon the distance
out four wheeling and I get department.
An important aspect of this from camp and the kind of questions about the camping
stuck, I hope you chose the
education, Bell said, is hunter transportation arrangements program can write " the
winch!
education training.
All made. Insurance is included in Division of Conservation
HAPPY
FOUR
campers receive lessons in the the costs, but if an applicant Education, Department of
WHEELING.
safe handling of firearms and fails to attend the fees cannot Fish and Wildlife, 592 East
Main Street, Frankfort, Ky.,
archery equipment, and those be refunded, Bell said.
who pass the ''final exam"
40601
or call (502) 564-4762.
Only fifth and sixth graders
earn hunter safety certificates
which are accepted in the over
200 states which now require
FRANKFORT, Ky.
—
formal training before a
For the first time this year —
license is issued.
wild, turkey hunters in KenThe certificates are also
tucky will have to purchase a
recognized at Land Between
special $5.50 turkey permit in
registered campers in LBL, The Lakes, which requires
addition to their regular
the - 170,000-acre
public hunter training for parGOLDiN POND,KY — The Farrar, biologist with the hunting license.
demonstration
area
in ticipants in its youth hunts, Kentucky Chaptei" of the Tennessee-Wildlife Resources
Fish and Wildlife Comwestern Kentucky and Ten- and will be accepted by the National
Wild
Turkey Agency, Joe Brune, Director missioner Carl Kays said each
nessee.
increasing
of Federation and Land Between of Game Management, hunter who kills a turkey must
number
AD events on Saturday, regulated hunting areas The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre Kentucky Department
of Fish check the bird with the
April 28,from 10 a.m.to 5 p.m. requiring certification. Beli public demonstration area in and Wildlife Resources;
and narest check station or by a
and Sunday, April 29, from 11 said.
western Kentucky and Ten- Rob Keck, Director of Chapter conservation officer no later
a.m. to 4 p.m. are open to the
Campers also learn the nessee, will sponsor the fourth Development of the National than 6 p.m. on the day the
public. Only registered bows and whys of sport- annual Kentucky Wild Turkey Wild Turkey Federation.
turkey is taken.
campers at -Hillman Ferry smanship, are Introduced to Seminar, Saturday, April 14.
A list of check stations is
For further information,
may sell merchandise at the , the importance of fish and The event will be at Kenlake write Wildlife Management
attached to each turkey.
flea market.
Wildlife laws,and learn proper State Resort Park, near Section, TVA, Land Between
permit. Hunters are limited to
Hillman
Ferry
Cam- Sportsman-landowner
rela- Aurora, Kentucky.
The Lakes, Golden Pond, one turkey gobbler with
pground, located 'near the tionships.
visible beard per year.
Program activities will Kentucky 42231, or phone 502free-flowing canal which
The camping program
Turkey hunting will be
924-5602,
extension
286.
connects Lake Barkley and stresses safety in all outdoor include the Kentucky Wild
permitted April 21-30 in Bath,
Contest,
Turkey
Calling
a
Kentucky Lake, offers guests activities — fishing, boating,
Jackson, • Lee, Letcher,
FISH CAUGHT
workshop on 'calling and
approximately 390 campsites swimming and even hiking in
Rick Miller caught a six Menifee, Owsley,Pike, Rowan
hunting tekhniques, and
Other camping facilities are the woods. The safety record
pound bass Saturday, March and Butler counties.
•
lectures by regional biologists
31. Rick was fishing Sugar
available at Piney Cam- of the camps themselves is
Special hunts will be conand turkey specialists.
pground in the southern excellent.
Bay on Kentucky .Lake in ducted in the Land Betweer.
Speakers will include David about six to eight feet of water the Lakes April 11-29, Ft
portion of LBI, and any of the "We haven't had a really
informal use areas dotted .serious accident since the Hale, President of the Ken- using a white spinner bait. Campbell April 21,22,28,29 and
along the Kentucky Lake and Program began in 1945," Bell tucky Chapter of the National Miller said he should have his Ft. Knox'on all Saturdays and
Wild Turkey Federation; Joe picture ready next Saturday. Sundays in April.
Lake Barkley shorelines.
said.
The weekend program is
sponsored by the Kentucky
and Tennessee National
Campers
Hikers
and
Association and Good Sam
Club; Western Kentucky
Recreational Vehicle Dealers
Association; LBL Area
Ministry; Grand Rivers
Chamber of Commerce;
Kentucky Coachman Clubs:
and TVA.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
For. additional information
DON Mcaliftf
contact Recreation Services
GRAYSON McCLURE
rake 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn roght on 280
Section, TVA, Land Between
Follow 280 for 7 nvlis post Banners Grocery Toe
The Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky.
blacktop onto eonororedoos follow blacktop to your roght
42231,telephone (502) 924-5602.
' 7:00-11:00 UN.ilire
Telephone 502-436-5483
extension 211.
7101:0 Fri. & Set.

Springfest----AApril 27-29
GOLDEN POND -- Hillman
Ferry Campground in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) will be the site of
Springiest, April 27-29.
Square and disco dances, a
flea market, a recreational
vehicle equipment display,
bike races, archery and
outdoor* cooking
skills
programs, and a variety of
other activities are planned
for all ages for the special
weekend.
This special campers
festival will be open to all

Frances Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk for Calloway County,
has announced that boat
registrations for 1979 expire
on April 30, 1979, and
registrations for 1980 are
being sold at this time.
Mrs. Shea said that persons
desiring to reregister their
boats should bring with them
the 1979 registration form. The
cost for these licenses depends
on the length of the boat, the
clerk said.
For boats which have never
been registered in Kentucky
before, the owner must bring
two copies of the bill of sale or
proof of ownership to obtain a
ticense, Mrs. Shea added.

They were right and so were
we. Casting into the blue
water and bringing our lures
into the muddy, resulted in
four bass striking just as the
lure hit the edge of the color
change. We felt pretty good
about it because we had
established a pattern. Now we
should find bAss in each
stream fed cove. They were
spooky and hit light but as the
day wore on we raised 12 bass
in the 13
/
4 to 3L2 pound class,
most of which were in, the
"funny" colored water.
Crappie fishing is improving
as the stage is being set for the
big spring spawning run.
Hopefully the water level will
be stable when the fish get
started. Keep a close watch on
the water temperature and as
It rises from 65 degrees to 72
degrees, be prepared to limit
out on these spawning slabs.
Fish any brush available
including the button bushes
along the shorelines. Over the
years spawning crappie have
been taken at depths ranging
from 18 inches to three feet.
Many brush piles offer all of
this so be careful and try not to
shake or move the brush as
the crappie push into it like
sheep in a pen. Once they-start
moving into the shoreline,
everyone should catch all they
want then.
Sauger have been hitting
slow but they are through with
their spawning now so, expect
to catch a few as you fish the
drop offs. The current on the
main lake has been strong for
several days due to the rising
waters and this will affect the
sauger feeding. I haven't seen
any signs of bluegill or sunfish
other than around the docks.
They are really "catching it"
from all of our gamefish since
the shad loss. A lure that
resembles a sunfish has been
very effective this spring and
should continue to do so.
Remember to wear a life
saving device when under
power, there are logs and
things drifting that couid
cause you to be thrown
overboard if your boat rams
it.
, Happy Fishing!

Kentucky Afield

Unusual Camping Program

Fourth Annual Kentucky
Wild Turkey Seminar

Turkey
Permits
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Ah, Alabama!
Southern Turkey Jaunt
Yields Action, Memories
Driving down the dusty
At my first series of clucks
'Alabama road was like going
and yelps the turkey sounded
back in time...
off with a vibrant gobble. 1
I've .always enjoyed Nash
peeped through the brush and
Buckingham's stories of turnsaw not one, but two. "long.
of-the-century camps when
beards" strutting toward us
men gathered to hunt deer or
right up the road. "Here they'
chicks or quail. They ate,
come," I whispered to Mike.
joked, hunted and swapped
GOLDEN POND,Ky.
At 60 yards the gobblers
hunter is limited to one turkey loaded With No. 2 shot or $5.50). In Tennessee, hunters
tales, usually in rustic lodges
hesitated, and I gave them spring wild turkey hunting gobbler with visible beard per smaller.
must have either a Sportbathed in tradition Ad outanother round with the tube season is open April 11 state.
--Legal Archery Equipment: sman's license or both an
door lore. Heads of antlered
call. That's all the convincing through 29 in Land Betweek, Hunters are not required to In Kentucky, archers may
use annual hunting license and
stags graced the walls.
they needed, and they strode The Lakes (LBL), TVA's check in, but all successful longbows, includin
g com- turkey license. An archery
Severed shirttails, stretched
170,000-acre public demon- hunters must check out. All pound
right to the 30 yard mark.
bows,
and
arrows.
The license is also required if
across pine boards, testified to
"Shoot!" Mike whispered, stration area in western turkeys harvested must be arrows must be barbless
with bowhunting in Tennessee.
miss shots. Pictures of old
and that's what we did. He Kentucky and Tennessee.
checked and tagged with broadhead points at least 7oOpen Areas: In both Kenmen wearing ties and pointers
took the gobbler on the left,
"If we have good weather, permanent game tags at inch wide. In
tucky
and Tennessee, all
Tennesse
e,
and mounds of game were
and I nailed the one on the
the harvest should be up from North, Central or South longbows or compound bows areas are open for hunting
scattered through sleeping
right. It was a classic
last year," said Buddy Information stations.
--tapable of 'propelling legal except campgrounds, lake
and dining areas.
Adkisson, wildlife biologist at - .Rifles, sidearms, hunting 'arrows
sequence.
a distance of access areas, other public use
• E.L. Torbet's lodge awaited
Back at camp his 'bird
crossbows, and electronic 150 yards are permitted. Legal areas, safety zones, and areas
me at the end of the dirt road,
weighed in at 18'2 pounds, and
A hunting permit is required calls are prohibited.
posted as closed. In the
hunting arrows should be a
and it's just-that page from
mine hit the "20 pound mark.
for each hunter and can be
Legal
Firearms
minimum
In
:
Kenof
24
Kentucky
inches
in
portion,
the
Buckingham history. We were
I quickly packed, said my-' obtained free of charge by tucky, shotguns (conventional length, equipped
Environmental Education
with shargathering there, twelve of us
presenting a valid Kentucky and muzzle-loading ) capable pened broacihea
goodbyes and headed out on
Wade Bourne,left, and Mike Dickinson caught thesie
d blades or
Center is also closed.
from across the south, to hunt
my long drive home; I left the . or Tennessee hunting license of holding no more than 3 barbless
two Alabama toms with their guard down. The
(non-expanding upon
Youth Hunters: In Kenturkeys
Alabama wild turkeys. I'd
wood physically, ,but I'll still
at any of the information shells, not larger than 10 retraction ) design.
were taken in southeastern part of the state near
The blades
tucky, hunters under 18 must
been to Torbet's three years
be
in
stations
it
in
LBL.
If a hunter gauge or smaller than 20 shall not be less than
mentally many times
Eufaula. Alabama has the seconOargest turkey
have an adult hunting with
78 of an
ago, a guest of Birmingham
flock in
between now and next spring.
plans to hunt in both states, gauge, are permissible and inch or more than
the
country
2 inches at
and
them. In Tennessee, hunters
allows
hunters
veterinarian David
five gobblers per
I'll enjoy the sights and sounds
licenses
both
should
be using ammunition loaded with the widest point for single twoSpring season.
under 16 must have a Hunter,
Kuykendall who was a college
and friends, and I'll relish that
presented when applying for a No. 2 shot or smaller. In edged blades
or less than 342
Safety Certificate and must
fraternity brother of owner Friday dawned in the midst of hunt
moment
permit,
or
second
a
of
permit
the next morning.
gobbling and
Tennessee, hunters may use inches in circumference for
have an adult hunting with
"Bubba Torbet. Other znem- a torrential 'rainstorm, and
should be obtained later,"Go on past the cabin and strutting and shooting by
shotguns capable of holding no three or more blades. The
them.
bers of the regular pay in- turkeys, unfortunately, prefer turn
Hunting is permitted from more than 3 shells, 20 gauge or minimum weight
up the logging road on the merely closing my eyes.
for all
Special Note: Hunters from
eluded south Alabama den- bright, Warm sunshine.
Ah, Alabama..,
sunrise to sunset. and each larger, using ammunition broadheacis will be
big ridge to the right," Frank
100
Illinois and Indiana are not
grains.
tists Tom Parrish and Marvin
We'd stumbled from bed at 4 said. "We just burned
over
allowed to hunt turkey in the
Blurrunentrit and insurance a.m. (after about three hours
that woods, but I know some
Licenses: In Kentucky, Kentucky
portion of LBL;
salesman Don Taylor. Also in sleep) alui eaten breakfast,
hunters must have a valid however,
turkeys are sfill there."
they may hunt in the
. on this trip- were Louisianans but all hunters but yours truly
Kentucky hunting license 13- Tennesse
The next morning I was in
---"Goo" Bards -and---Bryan and - • -decided to head back for the
e portion.
place at dawn. The wind was
day nonresident • bunting
For additional information
Mike Dickinson, and - more-L—sack. -Boys,. I didn't • drive
up. but I was still able to hear
license is not valid for turkey
Leontact TVA, Land Between
Alabamians
Jimmy eight hours for nothing," I a gobbler
hunting), and a valid state The
sound off down the
Chrisman, Alan'Sumrners and announced. "I'm going on
Lakes, Golden Pond,
ridge to my right. I started
turkey hunting permit (Which
Paul Thomas.
Kentucky 42231, telephone
over to the Grant place, and easing along
Is new for 1913 at a cost of
the woods road
My last trip for Alabama when this rain lets up, I'll be in
(502) 924-5602, extension 286
and had gone some 200 yards
turkeys was my _ real in- the woods."
when I spotted movement in a
troduction to the sport. The
I donned a rainsuit, bolted clearing. I dropped
down and
counties surrounding the for the car and headed.of
f on then clearly saw 7-8 turkeys no
Torbet
spread
( in what now was. a very black, more than 75 yards
away.
.(3
southeastern Alabama near very muddy, very slick road.
I crawled, over behind a
Lake Eufaula ) abound in wild Three miles later-. I was
at- nearby pine, pulled up my
lurkeys,--and David took me tempting to round a
curve face mask and then yelped as_
under wing to instruct me in when I slid into the ditch.
The seductively as I could.
the fine art. I managed to call -walk back to the -oarnp
was.
The turkeys headed my way
If you enjoy hoiseback put it on a porch or in a
in and shoot a gobbler on Mr. quite wet and miserable
like they'd been trained, and
.
riding and would like to have friend's shed for the winter_
Alfred Grant's plantation near
"Well, here's the turkey the first bird to stick his head
an animal of your own, you One of the cables or chains
Comer, and Mr. Alfred had hunter," a couple of late
risers around the tree was a young
first must find a place to used by cyclists can protect a
been gracious enough to give chided when I dripped
into the jake gobbler. It was the last
stable it. The same applies light boat on a cartop carrying
me permission to hunt again kitchen. "Got your bird
and "sight he ever saw.
when you gel the urge to ex- rack.
On this trip. He'd told me that back already?" they chuckled
The rest of Saturday was a
perience the fun of boating.
Look around for boat clubs.
two successive dry springs over steaming coffee, which
I lazy day, filled with sleeping,.
POPULAR INFLATABLE BOATS,— Inilatables continne to be popular because of their
You've got to decide where Joining one may open up an.
had meant excellent turkey sampled and then headed eating
leftover steak and
versatility. Capable of sening as a tender far ski boat,an inflatable also ha the
you're going to keep the new answer to your storage needs.
adpatches, and his woods were back to the rack.
gumbo which the boys from
vantage of taking up very lade storage space when "deflated." Divers like to make use
boat
before you go shopping
A boat can be kept at a
loaded with birds.
By 9 a.m. the sky was Louisiana had
brOught.
of inflatables because of the stability they offer as a diving platform. But the majority of
for it!
mooring. A good mooring site
Everything was as I showing some blue, and David Alabama
turkey hunters are
owners like them simply because they're so much fun to ride in.
Sometimes, of course, tbe is protected from storms, the
remembered — almost. Mr.--—drove me ba,ck to my car and allowed
five gobblers 'a
answer is obvious. If you live boats in it all ride to adequate,
Alfred Was just out of the wenched it out of the ditch. I season, but
they can't take but
where houses have back secure anchors, and the area
hospital and unable to join me thanked bith and then headed one bird
a day.
yards, or if you have a two-car is • lighted at night.
in a hunt. Torbet's Lodge had south some 20 odd miles to the
The next morning .1 hadn't
garage, you need seek no
Consider the dry-land.
a. new coat of Brown paint, and Grant place.
really planned to hunt, but
further: But other times, the marina. Boats in most outBurgeon, -the camp keeper,
A sandy farm road led back Mike Dickinson, who had
also
matter requires some thought. board and smaller stern-drive
now held a new job in a factory to a cabin a mile and a half off shot a bird called in by David
A tight driveway situation sizes are picked up by forklift
in town. But the rest was in- the pavement, This area was Saturday Morning,
prevailed
may prevent moving a larger trucks and gently deposited-on---tact,'including the jroods and where I'd shot my previous on me, -Let's
try the-bottom
trailered craft around a multi-level storage racks in,
sandy creeks and low-lying Alabama -gobbler, and it was down behind
the church," he
Military-surplus inflatable
carrier and into the yard. Or covered.buildings. 111 such a
Pastures where, turkeys my first choice to check out. suggested,
-Advantages are many.
and we got a late bought at surplus stores were then easy to stow, in car
you may have no back yard. place a boat is safe from
gather for breakfast. .
Driving through the in- start for the woods.
easier to carry and store a Or a boat Might not
of two types. Sorne were in- trunks, in camper and mobile
be 'safe prowlers and, being under
The hunters "'gathered on termittent
woods
and
home lockers, in odd spaces
The first few 'fields were tended for emergency
bagged inflatable than to do from kids in the
oneone you - do cover and out of water when
Thursday night, and a pastures, I topped a rise, and barren, but
'then I spotted a time use ds Iife-rafts_aboard aboard larger, boats, and of the same with a rigid craft. have.
not in use,the boat will. remain
strategy session was called to right ahead some 100 yards gaggle of
turkey tracks. ocean-crossing .planes. Built course in the limited storage The flexible surface of an
For some, the inflatable clean and bright-looking for a
map the next morning's plan was a large gobbler and four "Look here,'
"
. I said. "These for lightness and CO ti;- space available to apartment, inflatable keeps it from boat is the happy answer. long
time.
of attack. "There's a good hens feeding out in the field. I track's are
marring larger boats when it Others who have no
so fresh they're pactness, they often had short condorniniuni and mobile
back
flock of turkeys down behind stopped, the turkeys ran, and smoking.
There are many other
comes alongside. "-Ascrifor yards have found they
These birds - are liv.es in Civilian use. Others Mine dwellers.
can possibilities.
the.
church,"
David my attempts to circle and call close." We eased on
The MerCruiSer
According to reports from'
fishing,
you
can
spread
out
down
in
a
were
big
things
'keep
an
for
aluminu
such
uses
m boat on top stern drive
Kuykendall said. "Somebody them from across the ridge woods
boating experts
road toward the next as floats under pontoon the Mere outboard testing assorted
comfortable of their cars all season,
then suggest that you
ought to hunt around the chufa proved naught.
bottom field, but before we got bridges. These
visit a wellpositions on the yielding
crew, readying an inflatable
were
heav.
as
patch," Don Taylor chimed in.
That was my only action- or there I saw a large dark ogject
established marine dealer. In
become
surfaces.
use
has
fo-r
a
and bulky to manage as circus
*Others suggested 'different sighting for the day.
addition to helping you choose
move at the edge of the tents,, '
relatively quick easy matter
inflatables now come in a
spots, and soon it was worked
After dark, on the way back opening.
MONTHLY MEETING
from the many boats and
thanks
pumps
to
built
surprisin
the
for
gly
wide
variety
of
But the inflatables noa
out who would hunt with whom to camp, I stopped by to visit
Kentucky Lake Bass Club motor sizes available, he may
"Get down," I whispered,
job. Some are high:capacity, sizes, styles and prices. So if
and where they would go.
with Mr.. Alfred. Eis son and we both fell to the ground. being made and marketed for- foot-operated models. Others
will
hold its regular monthly well offer good suggestions on
you have a yen to go boating
recreational use are vastly
But nobody remembered to Frank was there, and I asked A, big gobbler
meeting Monday, April 9, at 7 the vital matter of where to
car
from
camper
turned
run
but
or
also
have
space
a
improved. While they are light
consult the weatherman. him for advice on where to sideways
, and we eased off the enough to
problem, check out an in- p.m., at the Masonic Lodge in keep the rig. And now is the
be quite portable. batteries and do the job for
Aurora.
time to do that'
road behind a thick screen of
effortless
ly.
flatable.
you
they're now tailored to the job.
brush. We were both cranked
The term "rubber boat" isn't
up by adrenalin.,
'really accurate. Many inflatables are now being made
MONTHLY MEETING
Murray Bass Club will hold of assorted light but yen,
•
its regular monthly meeting durable fabrics thatare nit
1
KING of VALUE-S-1
Wednesday, April 11, at 6:30 at home under the "synthetif
BRING
p.m., at the Triangle Inn and "plastics" headings.
Many -models have ster,
YOUR BASS
restaurant.
brackets for mounting outAND CRAPPIE
board ,rnotors. Some ha‘..
TOURNAMENT TIME
TO
Kentucky Lake Bass Club bottom stiffeners, and car
(
HICK
HUT
ORY
PIT
take
BARlarger
B-0
outboards and gm
will have their second tournament Saturday, April 14. up on plane for quite usefui
The Larg_et Caught & Weighed
and exciting speed.
Startimg
time
will
be
6:30
of Each, At Hickory Hut
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
am. and weigh-in time will be • The big advantage of thi
During April Wins
"*" Hunting & Fishing Licenses
4 p.m. The club will be Usti% inflatable is, of course, that it
A
SHOULD
ER OF BAR-B-Q
the ramp at Wildcat Creek is deflatable! Whennot in use
it
can
be
deflated
and
rolled
up
TVA Public Use Area.
into a rather compact size.It

Spring Turkey Hunt In
Land Between The Lakes
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Where To Keep
Your Boat?

1

Inflatable Boats
Are Popular

Sportsnien:

-Cain's, AMC,Jeep fl

WOW'

NIRMIER OUT BOARbS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
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Hooks Wheel Alignment
Stecialoing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
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Shipwash
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Pittsburgh Pirates Drop
3-2 To Montreal Expos
By KEN RAPPOPORT
good," he said. -But those
AP Sports Writer
things happen and one game
The Pittsburgh Pirates have does not make
or break a
picked up right where they left season."
off last season. They can't
In other National League
seem to pick up much at all.
games, the San Francisco
A team that led the National Giants whipped the
Cincinnati
League with 167 errors last Reds 7-2; the St. Louis
Carseason, the Pirates took up dinals routed the Philadelphia
their butter-fingered...habits Phillies 8-1; the Houston
again Friday, making five Astibs•edged the Atlanta
miscues while dropping a 3-2, Braves 2-1 and the Los
10-inning decision to the Angeles Dodgers routed
the
Montreal Expos.- San Diego Padres 10-1.
-That's what we didn't want
Tenth-inning- errors by
to do — play like we did last Stargell and Berra resulted in
year," Phil Garner said.
an unearned run that gave the
Garner was among the Expos their victory over the
Pirate culprits in their season Pirates. With the score tied 2-2
opener, played in cold, gusty in the 10th, Andre Dawson was
weather at Three Rivers hit by a pitch from reliever
Stadium. Frank Taveras, Kent Tekulye.
Dave Parker, Willie Stargell
Dawson took second when
and Dale Berra alse made Tekulve's pickoff throw got by
errors as the temperature Stargell at first base. He
plunged to 31 degrees.
'advanced to third on a
"I hope it was the COld the groundout and scored' when
wind, the
_bads_ hesps, - Ellis Valentine's bouncer was
whatever," said darner, who
muffed by Berra at third.
made his error, in the ninth
"I think our speed had a lot
inning after swathing from
to do with their miscues," said
third ba%e to shortstop.
Expo Manager Dick Williams.
. .Pittsburgh Manager Chuck "Valentine was running hard
Tanner hoped his team wasn't to first base, so Berra tried to
reverting to last season's
rush the play."
character.
Reliever Elias Sosa held
"That's hard. That's not
Pittsburgh to one hit over the

ters
tortan
and
rY
I enall
ting
lake
use
reas
the
the
:tion
Kenmust
with
ters
unter
mud.
with
from
not
the
LBL,
the

last two innings and got the
victory.
Giants 7, Reds 2
Bill Madlock drove in three
runs and scored three as San
Francisco beat Cincinnati for
the second straight night.
After Madlock singled home
the Giants' first run in the
fourth, Darrell Evans capped
the rally with a run-scoring
double.
Dan
Driessen
hornered for the Reds in the
fifth before Evans' RBI single
in the sixth boosted San
Francisco into a 3-1 lead. The
Giants put the game away
with a four-run ninth keyed by
Madlock's two-run triple.
Cardinals8, Phillies 1
Ken Reitz and Tony Scott
each collected three hits and
drove in three runs apiece,
leading St. Louis over
Philadelphia behind John
Denny's five-hitter.
Reitz' double and two
singles, and Scott's single,
double and triple highlighted
an 11-hit St. Louis altack off
Philadelphia left-hander Steve
Carlton and reliever Doug
Bird as the Cardinals won
their opener for the fourth
straight year.
Astros 2, Braves 1
Enos Cabell drove in two

runs with a first-inning single
off Atlanta's Phil Niekro and
Houston made it stand up for a
season-opening victory over
the Braves.
Niekro walked leadoff
batter Terry Puhl and Jose
Cruz in the first inning. Ca bell,
the Astros' Most Valuable
Player last season, then drove
them home with a line drive
single to righteentet:.
Dodgers 10, Padres 1
Joe Ferguson slugged a
grand-slarn homer and Reggie
Smith belted a three-run
honier to lead Los Angeles
over San Diego. Los Angeles
right-hander Don Sutton
scattered six hits for his first
victory of the sea,son, giving
up only a first-inning iun to
the Padres.
Ferguson hit his grand slam
in the first inning off loser
Randy Jones as the Dodgers
took a 5-1 lead.Smith hometed
in the fourth off reliever Mark
Lee as Los Angeles scored five
more times.
Sutton struck out six and
walked one in going the
distance for his 206th career
victory, three short of Don
Drysdale's all-time Dodger
record for wins.

PITCHOUT—The backfield of the Murray State University football team practices rolling out in a practice session
Friday. Spring conditioning began Tuesday andReadcoach Mike Gottfried stated that he will be stressing a little bit of hitUng and a great deal of teaching.
,
Staff-Photo By Matt Sanders

Renner Holds One-Shot Lead
Midway Of Greensboro Tourney

Taiwan Holds Olyrnpic Gam- e
Spot;Mainland China Still Waits

tion
ween
'ond,
hone
286

mininiuni of 20 miles per hour •into it in some time so I got 75s. Keith Fergus, the fifth
By.B044 GREEN-AP Golf Writer
to gusts at 46. .
what I deserved. I'ni . sur- player in a tie for the opening
.GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP
"If it's going 0 • blow 30, prised to be playing this well lead, blew to a 79 and 147.
— 'Jack Renner, mature miles an hour;let it blow 30,"- this soon."
Severiano Ballesteros of
beyond his 22 years, refused to he said. "It's the gusts that
Heading a group at 143 were Spain,'the defending chant,
be overly impressed by his are hard to handle.;'Every Toni Kite, Bobby Walzel and pion, and Lanny Wadkins, the.
one-shot lead at the halfway time I stood over a shot, i got Jim 'Thorpe, all of whoni only two-time winner on the
point of the $250,000 Greater two clubs out of the bag, shared the 18-hole lead with American tour this year, each
Greensboro
Open
Golf handed one to my caddy and Renner. All shot second-round shot 74-146.
By GEOFFREY MILLER
nieniber for the United States, Taiwanese to join in talks with
to keep the door open for a Tournament.
kept one in my hands. If the
AP Sports Writer
said: "There is no .way the the Peking group, deiegation
settlenient.
nice position to be wind changed suddenly, I'd
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay IOC can cast out recognized
leader Lawrence Ting just
Juan Antonio Samaranch of
Renner said. -But we're .take the cme from the caddy."
(AP) — Taiwan's place in the members because
of political shook his head and said -no."
Spain, the IOC's chief of only halfway through. There's
Renner, one of the more
Olympic Games is apparently demands."'
.how you feel Concerning-a program matter at WK-.
The IOC appeared to have
protocol, said: "We were this a lot of/good players right promising youngsters on the
-safe. The International
if mainland China really won , significant concessions
.MS-FM,
Murray State University, Murray, KY.
much apart" — and he held behind rrie.
PGA Tour, scored his careerOlympic Coniniittee has failed wants'to come in, it
must do so froni the Taiwanese. Until
his
Player
arms
know
Gary.
high'
out
is
wide.
finish
"And
as
a
now
runner-up
in
to bring mainland China into according to Olympic
rules."
Recently the Kentucky Civil Liberties Union
recently, the -Taiwanese
we are like this".— and he put there.
,this tournament a year ago.
the Olympic rnovenient.
All this week, sports of- Olympic ,Committee insisted
(KCLU)
instructed WKMS-FM to remove tw
his
hands
seefthat
"Well
just
hapalmost
—
He
together.
conimand
took
this
time
Lengthy discussions'Friday ficials from China and
TaiWari— aiz being called the Republie of
programs from the air because WKMS is supported!,
The IOC has been in a pens," he added. "I'm having with a, 139 total, five shots
produced no breakthrough in have sat in separate groups
in China and nothing else — and
--in-part, with public funds One Program presented
dilemma aer. China for 25
under par on the 6,984-yard
-the decades,old dispute. The the lobby of the IDC's
hotel. that wile the principal obstacle
reading's from the Bible, and the other consisted of
years. After the communist •
Renner, who; slipped Forest Oaks_ Country, Club
committee was to try- again They never looked at
eachs to an:agreement with Peking.
hymns..
takeover in 1949, the IOC voted through the howling winds of course.
today.
other orspoke to each other.
But, then the Peking
to recognize the new Olympie/
Barney Thompson,a 6-foot-s
Sawgrass
'
to
third-place
a
The Executive Board,
Friday, the two sides Went delegation :was called in and
committee in Peking, but air/ finish two weeks ago in the former basketball player at
We would appreciate it if you- vzould take a minute
meanwhile, was working on a before the IOC in turn.
-.hopes of a quick settlement late Avery Brundage, then Tournament . Players Marshall, moved'into second
to answer these three questions and mail them his
resolution which Olympic 'A `Taiwanese delegation
said faded. Song Zhong, secretary
president, subsequently Championship, found equally with a 71-140.
WKMS-FM; Box 3227 University Station, Murray,
sources said would welcome' it was ready to agree
to a general of .the, Olympic issued a statement saying the windy conditions in the second
Player, the South African
China's athletes into the sug,gestion for two controlling
Ky:4207 1.
Comniittee of the Republic of Republic of China, or Taiwan, round- Friday — and handled who is prepping for defense of
Genies, but not on Peking's bodies — the Chinese Olympic
1. Do you feel that WKMS-FM should be able'to
(mainland ) China, offered to
also was recognizect The them equally well.
his Masters title next week,
terms. China has demanded Committee (Peking) and the
broadcast
non-denominational programs such as
allow Taiwanese athletes to
mainland Chinese walked out
"I'm just glad to survive rallied from a pair of bogeys
an end to recognition ,of the Chinese Olympic Committee
Bible readings and -hymns?
1
join an all-China team but -without competing in the with a 71," he said after on par-5 holes for a 71 that left
Taiwan Olympic Committee (Taipei).
insisted there was only - one '- 01ympics, and the row-has- trudging his way through him only two strokes off the
as an independeut body.
YES
NO
But when Lord Killanin, the China.
been going on since.
_ winds_ that ranged from a lead at 141. He shared third
Julian K. Roosevelt, IOC president of the IOC, asked the
Answering questito, he
with Toni Purtzer, who also,
2. Do . you
regularly listen;
,st
said Peking never would
s
shot 71.
occasionally
listen, or,
--757ely listed-15's
agree to Taiwanese athletes
"I'M very pleased with the
WK MS-FM?
marching behind the Republic
- oft
way I'm playing," said
of China flag.
3. Would you like-to receive more information-,
Player, who had Missed the
Monique.Berliuoc, IOC
about WKMS-FM and its progiam offerings? If yes,
cut in two previous American
director, said the aim still was
include your name and address '
fOurnaments this year and.had
played in only three others in
Welfare Director
five months. "You only get
from this game what you put
Willièzi Patzke, Cleveland, the air rifle and small bore
Captured $1,500
Murray State University
into it. I haven't put anything
N. Y., has been named to the conipetitions.
At Lebanon
National Rifle Association's
In addition -to - Patzke, -Me All-Anierica second team.
Murray tearn is coniposed
LEBANON, Ohio )AP ) —
Notification of Patzke's
Welfare Director, in his fifth" selection
Michael Gross, a junior from
carneyriclay,from
victory in 10 starts, captured Edward D.
Menonionee - Falls, Wisc.,
Andrus,'secretary
holder of the international
the $1;500 featurea niile pace of the
NRA's selection comFriday night in the ninth face n Otte
intercollegiate air rifle
in Washington, D. C.
at Lebanon by a length in 2:07
A junior majoring in record; Michelle Soncrant, a
3-5.
corrections and criminology, sophoniore from Stoughton,
Mass.; Hugo Adelson, a senior.
The winner paid $4.60, $4.20 Patzke,
a NRA first-team Allfroni New 'City, N.. Y.; and
and $3. G.O. Heilo placed, America last
year,is at the U.
returning $4 and $3 andFiqby S. Naval
Mark .A. Delcotta, a
Academy, Annapolis,
T. Direct was third, paYing Md., as a
sophoniore from Chicago, 111.
member of the fiveGross and Soncrant also
$3.20.
member Murray State rifle
were first-team NRA AllThe 3-5 double of Indi and team
firing in the National
Twilla Knight paid $55.20 and
Intercollegiate Championship Americans in 1977-78.
the crowd of 2,335 bet $216,577. Shootoff
n latches.
The Annapolis meet will
The top 10 teams in the determine
the
nation's
nation as well as the top 40 collegiate
team and individual
individual collegiate shooters rifle champions in
the first
in the country are par- shoulder-to
-shoulder comticipating in the, meet. The petition in
`4Modern ,shooting
LOS ANGELF4 I AP i —Joe Murray team is firing in both
history.
Ferguson slug ed a grandslam homer ar Reggie Smith
belted a thee-run homer,
leading th Los Angeles
Dodgers tti" 10-1 victory over
the San Di go Padres Friday
night.
- Los A geles right-hander
SEATTLE
Ruppert record.
Don SutOn scattered six hits
Jones hit tvip home runs as the ' Seattle, which socked three
in. his fiftt appearance of the
Seattle Mariners collected a home runs in. winnin'g- its
season, giving up only a firstclub record 17 hits and 14 runs opener from the Angels
inning run.
and crushed the California Wednesday night, added four.
Ferguson hit his grand slam
Angels 14-6 Friday night for Resides Jones' solo homer in
in the first inning off loser
their second straight victor)
the fourth inning and his twoRandy Jones as the Dodgers
The Mariners, in their third run shot In the eighth, Bruce
took a 5-1 lead. Smith homered
off relieve; Merle-Lee in -the- .season as.an expansion tean, Bochte delivered a two-run
fourth when -Los Angeles set another club mark t) homer in the first. and Bit-erupting for nine rims in the Stein slammed a three-run
scored five More times. _
Sutton struck out six and second inning as they chased blast in the second.
- walked 'bile in .0in-A the California starter Nolan
Bobby Grich ant Dotidistance for hiS 206th career Ryao-Seattle sent-14.40atters Bayloxto
tpm-na_h,oniers for'
to
the
three
plate
against
victory, three short of Don
California
while Rod Carew'
Drysdale's all-time Dodgers' California pitchers in, pounMarrs,
ding out seven hits, another collected three singles for the
record.
Angels and drove in two runs.
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Patzke Named
To National Rifle
All-American 2nd Team

WKMS 91.3 FM

4-Wheel Drive Pull

Captain D's
FISH DINNER

Saturday, April 7,7 p.m.
MSU Livestock &
Exposition Center

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FREE!

160z.
soft drink

48

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

Ferguson Slugs
Grand Slammer
As Dodgers Win

College Farm Road

Tri-State Pullers'
Association Rules Apply.

Seattle Mariners Hit
Record; Defeat Angels

1,600PRIZE MONEY

(API -

Sponsored by

only

Murray Optimist,Club

I

Monday & Tuesday

•••

AllProceeds go to local

Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts
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Streaking Nuggets,Struggling
Kings Tied For Division Lead

By The Associated Press
The Denver Nuggets are
streaking, the Kansas City
Kings are struggling, and the
race
in
the
National
Basketball
Association's
Midwest Division is going
down to the wire.
Denver, getting 33 points
.from David Thompson, posted
its 10th victory in the last 11
starts by beating the Boston
Celtics 107-101 Friday night
while Kansas
, getting 33

points from Otis Birdsong,
slipped past the New Jersey
Nets 117-114 in overtinie for its
second straight overtime
victory.
The Nuggets and Kings are
tied for the Midwest Division
lead with 47-34 records.
Denver closes its season at
Philadelphia Sunday while
Kansas City winds up its
schedule at Indiana h,
In other NBA games Friday
night, the.Seattle SuperSonics

beat the Los Angeles Lakers
113-93, the Golden State
Warriors defeated the Portland Trail Blazers 91,97, the
Phoenix Suns edged the San
Diego Clippers 118-117, the
Houston Rockets trimmed the
Cleveland Cavaliers 112-110,
the Chicago Bulls beat the
Washington Bullets 128-114,
the Indiana Pacers topped the
Philadelphia 76ers 136-118, the
Milwaukee Bucks outscored
the New Orleans Jazz 140-131

P

.0
and the Atlanta Hawks
defeated • the Detroit Pistols;
112-96.
• Nuggets 107, Celtics 1U.
Boston fought back front'In
early 17-point deficit to draw
even midway through the
third period before guards
Thonipson and Robert Smith
helped the Nuggets pull away
once again.
Kings 117, Nets 114
The Kings led by as many as
20 potn. in the first half

tx:lore the Nets drew even in
the third period. Eddie Jordan's juniper for the Nets tied
the score at 105-105 with 22
seonds left, and Kansas
Darnell Hillman had a
shot blocked by New Jersey's
George Johnson just before
the buzzer. Birdsong and Phil
Ford scored four points each
ifl. the five-minute overtime
period for Kansas City, which
never trailed in the extra
session.
• Sonic* 113, Lakers 93
Seattle clinched the Pacific
Division title and a first-round
BLOCKING — MurraiState University offensive linemen work with various blocking forbye through- the playoffs by
mations during a spring workout. The spring workouts are Monday through Saturday with
beating the Lakers as guards
the players having Thursday off. The schedule will last 20 days.
Gus Williams and Dennis
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Johnson scored 31 and 20
points,
respectively.
The
SCSQLrEHANNA-Named Don Harnum
Baseball Standings
athletic director
Sorucs jumped in front 14-4
Hockey
VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE-Named
and were never caught.
Leisure
W
Floyd
head
basketball
eased
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AfitERICAN LEAGUE
Patrick Divisioa
Warriors 91, Blazers 87
EAST
EAST
W 1 1 Pla GF GA
Robert
Parish had 22 points
W
Pet. GB
L
•
Vi
L
Pet. GB - •
a-NY Islanders 40 15 14 Ili 344 110
Montreal
1
1 000 0
Baltusuae
1
0
1 000
Pluladelptua
Is 24 15 93 275 217
NBA
and 13 rebounds as Golden
Standings
New York
1000
1
0
Boston
1
0
1 000
NY Rangers
40 26 11 91 314 787
State beat Portland despite
St Louis
0
1
1 000 Milwaukee
, 1
0
1 000 Atlanta
11 30 8 90 325 778
Chicago
COO
1
i
s
1
0
scoring only nine points in the
Detroit
0
0
000
Smythe DIV111011
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. Higuchi, who has long following an unprecedented
.
Eastern
Cmderesce
Philadelphia
0
1
1
ODD
Cleveland
0 .1
030 1
x-Chicago
26 35 15 71 240 771
last period, the lowest total by: ( AP) — Although Nancy dominated women's
Atlantic DiVill4111
Pittsburgh
1
0
000
1
New York
golf in five-woman playoff.
0
1
.000 1
Vancouver
25 42 11 63 217 291
W
L
Pct. GB
.thy teani in one quarter this
WEST
Toronto
0
000
1
1
SL Louis
17 49 1.2 46 243 344 ‘x
Lopez seems to be the target her native Japan, fired her
"I was struggling with my
54 26
-Washington
675
San Franco
2
0
1 000 WEST
Colorado
season.
15 53 11 41 205 339
Philadelphia
of resentment froni some of second consecutive 69. All irons last week, but Jo Ann
46 .35
MAI
ON
Houston
1
0
1.0100
Seattle
2 -0 . 4600
Wales Loiderence
New Jersey
36 44
Suns 118, Clippers 117
450 18
Ion Angeles
1
1
500
1
Kansas City
her peers on the Ladies three stood at 6-under-par 138 Washani gave me sorne tips,
1
0
I000
is
Adams Division
New York
11 51
371 24
San Diego
1
1
500
1
Minnesota
Phoenix
1
0 1 000
erased an 18-point Professional Golf Association halfway through the 72-hole and I have niy confidence
x-Boston
is
42 23 14 96 310 267
Boston
21 52
350 X
Atlanta
P,
0
DOD
1
Texas
0
0
000
Buffalo
1
36 27 15 87 773 262
third-quarter deficit to beat circuit, a lip froni a
Central Divistia
Cincinnati
2
0
000
2
back now."
Chicago
com- event.
0
1
000
Toronto
IN
13 32 13 79 256 244
San Antonio
' 47 33
516 Diego. It was the Suns' petitor helped her earn a
San
Oak land
0
1
WO
Mumesoia
14
23
39
12
68
256
Lopez, who has dominated
262 Houston
tie
40
35
Friday's Games
563
2
California
JoAnne Carner, like Lopez a
0
2
000
2
Norris Division
eighth straight victory and
Atlanta
Montreal 3, Pittsburgh-2, 10 innings
45 X
for the second-round lead in
556
2'4
the tour during the past year,
. Friday's Games
x-Montreal
51 18 11 113 327 200
two-tune
winner
Cleveland
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati 2
already
raised
30 51
their
this has recently drawn some
370 174
record to 50-30, the $305,000 Dinah Shore
Texas at Detroit, pPd rain
Pittsburgh
35 30 13 83 775 271
Detroit
Houston 2. Atlanta 1
30 51
.370 17 kt
year, was just a stroke off the
Baltimore 5. Chicago 3
best in the history of the
Los Angeles
33 34 12 78 265 235
Winners
Circle.
New Orleans
SI.Lows 8. Philadelphia 1
36 56
317
n
Minnesota 5. Oakland 3
; pace with a second-round 70 to critical remarks from some of
Washington
23 40 15 61 265 730
frahchise. Alvan Adams
LDS Angeles 10. Sari Diego 1
Wetteril CellfeTtflY
the other players, who contend
Seattle 14. California 6
Detroit
22 40 16 60 248 291
Lopez,
who
rewrote
Only games scheduled
the*
Midwest
go with her opening 69. Judy
Division
scored 23 points, including the
Only games scheduled
x-clircehed division
she's
received more than her
Denver
47 14
Saturday's Games
MO
Saturday's Games
winning basket on a dunk with LPGA record books last year Rankin, the first-day leader share of publicity, and hasn't
Friday's Gaines
Kansas City
Montreal , Gnmaley 20-11 at Pittsburgh
47 34
MO Chicago f Proly 5-2( at BalUmore
as
Atlanta
a
rookie
9,
New
York
with
Rangers
nine
victories
2
with
a
67,
Indiana
, Robinson 14,6
struggled to a
38 43
3/seconds left.
489
9
, Flanagan 19-15i
Minnesota 2. Vancouver 2, tie
New York , Zachry 104: at Chicago
Milwaukee
and nearly $190,000 in official second-round 74 to drop into a established any rapport with
X 44
463
961
Milwaukee ,Traveis 0241) at New York
Rockets 112, Cavaliers 110
the LPGA's veteran players.
McGlothen 5-3 ,
Chicago
3:1
51
770
17
tFigueroa 30
Moses Malone scored 30 earnings, went into today's tie with Donna Young and Jo
Philadelphia , Lerch 11-8 : at St. Louts
Peril* Divieloo
Lopez, who describes
Boston Torres 16-13, at Cleveland
third
round
of the Winners Ann Washani,3strokes behind
.Vuckovich 13-11 ,
Seattle
51 29
637
Transactions
points, including two free.
- *Wilts 13451
herself as somewhat of a
, San Franctsco (Morgefusco 114l at anPhoenix
625
50 30
Circle
tied
'with
defending
•Texas +Jenkins 184, at Detroit !Itothe
leaders.
throws with 10 seconds left, as
cinnati Norman 11-9 or Bonham 11-5
. Lc* Angeleo
314
45 34 . 370
loner, agreed that some of the
zema 9-12
•
.BASEBALL
Portland
Atlanta McWilliams 9-31 at Houston
Houston 'beat Cleveland and champion Sandra-- Paht—apd.— '1,111 hitting the ball a lot Other players deserve
45 35
563
Minnesota (Erickson 14-13 at Oakland
more
Americas Lessor
Forsch 10-61,
San Diego
Chair)
42 29
Higuchi.
519
914
•
. Keough 0.15)
remained in the running for
better this week than last," publicity than they've been
BOSTON FtE15 SOX-Signed Dennis
Golden State
San Diego (Rasmussen 14-151 at Los
X 44
450 15
Toronto (Clancy 10-11, at Kansas City
Eckersley. pitcher, to a five-year contract
the Central Division title. The
Both Lopez and Post shot 2- said the 22-year-old Lopez, receiving, but added, " ..,
Angeles Messersznith
x-clinched division
in)
(Gura 164 I, rn
if
extension
under-par 70s Friday over the. who blew a lead in the LPGA they have to win to get
Rockets can tie San Antonio
California (Knapp. 144 at Seattle 0
FOOTBALL
it,
Late games not Included
Sunday's Games
Jones 3-0,, In,
for first place if Houston win 6,272-yard, par-72 Mission tournament at Costa Mesa. they're going to have
NatWest Football League
Montreal at Patsburgh
Ft-May's Games
to play
Sunday's Games
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Named
New York at Chicago
Denver 107. Boston 101
its last two games while the
Hills, County Club course: Calif., an event won by Carrier better than I do."
Texas at Detroit
Ron Erhardt bead coach and Frank Kilroy
San Francoco at Cincinnati
Atlanta
112,
Detroit
98
Chicago at Baltimore
Spurs lose their last two.
general manager
Philadelphia at StLows
Indiana 136;_pailadelphia 118
Milwaukee at New York
Canadian Football League
Atlanta at Houston
Pacers 136, 76ers 118
Chicago 128, Washington 114
Boston at Cleveland
WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS-Signed
Sac. Diego at Lou Angeles
Kansas City.117, New Jersey 114,01
Guard
Toronto at Kansas City
Ricky Sobers hit 12 of
Perry Gnggs. wide recesver. and Henry
Milwaukee 140, New Orleans 131
Monday's Games
Minnesota at Oakland
17 shots from the field and
Bradley, delensve tackle
Montreal at New York
Houston 112, Cleveland 110
California at Seattle
COLLEGE
Cuicumati at Atlanta',n
Phoentx 118, San Diego 117
scored 30 points as Indiana
Mooday's Games
?AANHATTANVILLE
COLLEGEPittsburgh at Philadelphia, in)
Portland at Golden State n
Detroit at Kamm City. ,ai
snapped Philadelphia's fiveNamed Ralph Tedesco head basketball
Lou Angeles at Houston. In) •
Seattle
Us
at
Angeles
n
Oakland at Seethe. (al
coach
game winning streak.
Bulls 128, Billiets 114
LEXINGTON„Ky. I API — supporting feature, the $12,000 .Etrunifiekii to win the sevenGuards Wilbur 'Holland and
Mengelt scored 20 points Do Tell George, the 3-10 Saxony Purse, by a 214 length furlong test in 1:23.
The winner paid $2.60 and
each and Reggie Theus added— favorite, romped to a Oh- margin, over four 3-year-olds.
length victory in Friday's Bishop's Choice, winner of the $2.10 ' and
. 18 as/lulls beat the Bullets.
runnerup
$15,810 Cardinal Ridge Purse, Tropical Park Derby, took the
Bucks 140, Jazz 131
Marqw,s Johnson scored 33 the opening day feature 'at lead at the head of the stretch Seethreepeo returned $2.10.
under the guidance of Pon There was no show betting.
SALISBURY,England AF points as Milwaukee closed
Keeneland.
— American wonder jockey out its season with a 38-44
Do Tell George, with
Steve Cauthen got off to a record. while New Orleans
William Mize aboard, took the
winning start in Britain here finished at 26-56, the worst
lead in the stretch and won
today by riding unbeaten colt record in the NBA.
going away. Salesian finished
Marquee Universal to victor:
Hawks 122, Pistons 96
- second by a head over thirdplace Imminent Danger.
in the Grand Foods Handicap
John Dress.: scored 22 points
Others in the field of seven,
Cauthen, 18 rode a fine race and six Atlan4 teammates
in order, were Royal Potion,
on the 9-4 favorite, trained 1.) also scored in double figures
IMO INCLUDES
Barry Hills, and was I I, as the Hawks beat the Pistons - Tornado Kid,Prete Kbale And
Bold Intention.
lengths in front of second and stayed one-half game
„vroolt -.0101
Salad Bar Potato,
placed Twickenhani.
behind Houston in their race
Toast and Drink'
Do Tell George, a 6-year-old
Cauthen was scheduled 1, for the home-court advantage son of Don't Tell George
have two further rides at the in the first-round of the
covered the Beard Course •
meeting.
playoffs.
v
distance of seven furlongs and
185 yards in 1:27 1-5 and paid
$3.20, $2.80 and $2.20. Salesian
returned $4 and $2.60 and
hs4rir_wht.. Imminent Danger was worth
swiss
$4.
Bel-Air Center
CINCINNATI 1AP) — San bases on walks. He said the
Kentucky Derby nominee
Francisco Giants pitcher Johr. disputed calls came on pitches Bishop's Choice won the
Montefusco had no complaints he had thrown to a particular
about the balls and strikes spot in the strike zone. •
called by amateur umpire
"He had (Marc) Hill struck
Dick Trembley. But ace out and he had Johnnie )
Cincinnati Reds reliever Doug LeMaster struck out. He just
Bair, who walked three oI the didn't get the calls," said Reds
four .batters he faced, was Manager John McNaniara.
livid over the. umpiring in the
But Montefusco thought
Giants' 7-2 victory Frith*
Bair made a, tactical error.
night.
- "He (Trembley) had a wide "He could have just come
plate, I thought," said Mon. right down the middle" and
tefusco..;;!:.1-lhought he did a avoided the edge-of-the-plate
The Easter Bunny can't be at the Sonic Easter,
controversy, he said.
good jotir)
'
r.
but.. he's going to fix a Sonic Cup-Of-Goodies and a small
Bair, who had the best
"When I struck out Dave
drink for the first 200 kids under 12 years old.
Collins, I thought I was a lahe earned run average on the
A number will he Printed on the bottom of the cup. Save
Reds' itaff last season, said
inside and he i.Trenibii•:•,
it and check our marquee Monday, April 16th. If your
there was an '115 to 90 percent
gave it to me."
number is drawn bring the cup to the Siiinic and receive a
Bair, understandably, felt chance" that a major league
Free Gift.
a
the plate was too narrow. He umpire would have called the
was charged with three of the disputed pitches strikes. Rot
Giants' four runs in the he tempered his wrath by
visitors' ninth-inning rall saying the substitute umpfoes
that put the genie out of reach "aredoing the best they can."
"When you throw a
About 25 major league
breaking ball on the outside .arripires picketed outside
.
corner, you expect it to le• Riverfront Stadium before
called," Bair said.., "I thrth Wednesday's season opener
my pitch and chances ar I between the Giants and Reds,
just fooled the umpire.
but they moved to other cities
"Amateur umpires have
and there were no pickets at
place in professional baseball Friday night's game.
Town or country, the man on the move will be wearing cool,crisp
If they miss a pitch, the‘
Pedro Borbon, who served
probably don't think it's a hiv
poplin slacks These tightweight slacks of 100% polyester are bound
two days suspension for indeal.
to be a wardrobe favorite because they have their own terry stretch
subordinatioo, returned
"They're amateurs and :Friday night,ind worked,one7
belt in a contrasting stripe Choose frocp white,tan,light blue,brown
we're professionals', and third of an inning for Cinor navy. And at $21 a pair, you'll probably
they're not Tharp enough tI cinnati. He gave up a. ninthwant to choose more than one.
•
call a (niajor league) bail inning trple to ppi _14,hdlock
game. the way it should tx• that scored two runs and an
called."
RBI single to Jack Clark.
The strike by major league
- "That was my first hit off
umpires, who are asking. Borbon in two years. I don't
higher pay and better
get him too .much," said
benefits, has forced horny Madiock, who drove in three
teams to hire local umpires.
runs and scored three. "(Ken )
San Francisco already led 3- Griffey caught everything else •
COMPLETE FAMP_Y Dt.P'T STORE
2 when Bair took over in the
hit out there. I'm surprised
ninth inning and loaded the he didn't get that one."
4

Sports At A Glance

Lopez Earns Second-Round
Tie On Competitor's Advice

Do Tell George Wins By 4 3/4
On Keeneland Opening Day

HAGGAR.POPLIN SLACKS.
PERFECT FOR PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

Cauthen Rides
Unbeaten Colt
To Handicap Win

Chicken Fry
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STOCKADE"

EASTER SURPRISE
AT THE SONIC

Sonic Will Open

at 1:00 p.m.

after church

Have A Nice Easter
With Your Families

LERMANS
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Balls And Strikes Do
Not Effect Giant Pitcher
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Callers Reassured Broadcast Only A Repeat
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Worlds" that listeners
Startled radio listenersalmost mistakenly thought was radio
•eked whep a 1 Aiiisville_ envois-9e" a a Martian inradio station reported that a vasion of earth.
string of tornados had
"We decided on purpose to
ravaged the state.
wait until it was a nice day,
It sounded like a repeat of but everyone has gotten
the harrowing day five years hysterical," she said. "We've
ago when the state was blitzed been getting calls from the
by 20 tornados. But callers state police, and the state
were quickly reassured that police in Elizabethtown said
the broadcast was, indeed, they got a call from the
only a repeat.
governor's office.
Louisville radio station
"It's been a lively evening,"
WHAS aired a documentary she .said. "The phones were
Friday entitled "Day of going nutty. Most *pie were
Disaster — The Tornados of very upset. Sonw people are
April Five Years Later." It screaming that they're going
'
CAteigo
,tuna/1', nolvds;Vnti
was based on the station's to write to the FCC (Federal
coverage of the twisters that Coniniunicatiods Conistruck on April 3, 1974, killing mission ) and have our license
TJEAR ABBY: Two years ago you printed an article titled
persons and destroying lifted."
71
•
PLEASE GOD,,I'M ONLY 17. Is there any way you could
State Police Trooper Mike
print it again? I'm 17 now and when I read it it caused me to .2,300 honies.
The station had promoted Pratt, who patrols the Spencer
do a lot of thinking. It might cause others to do a lot of thinkthe broadcast for several days County area adjacent to
ing, too. •
and slipped in seveial an- Louisville, said he "flipped on
I woulti also like your peimission to print the artisle in our
high school newspaper. Thank you.
nouncements during_ the show my rat* and heard that
DARCI HUGHTON
that it was a re-creation.- (documentary) and looked up_
Nonetheless, phones began into that clear sky, and said,
DEAR DARCI: You and anyone else who wants to print
ringing off the hook in the 'What's going on?"
•
the article in his high school newspaperl has my permission
offices of police agencies
A KSP dispatcher in Frankto do so. Here it is:
across the state shortly after fort said that "it's froni one
PLEASE, GOD, I'M ONLY 17
the program began.
end of the state to the other
Harried WHAS newsworman that. Louisville was wiped
The day I died was an ordinary school day. How I wish I
Fran Severn said that the away. We've got posts all oyer
had taken the bus! But I was too cool for the bus. 1
remember how 1 wheedled the car out of Mom. "Special
station received about 50 calls the state getting calls, and the
favor," I pleaded, "all the kids drive." When the 2:50 bell-- during the broadcast.
governor's office is getting
flog, threw all my books in the locker. I was free until 8:40
"Orson Welles would be calls."
the
at
excited
lot,
parking
I
the
to
ran
morning!
tomorrow
proud," she said, referring to State
in
police
thought of driving • car and being my own boss. Free!
his 1938 radio adaptation of Elizabethtown were ordering
It doesn't matter how the accident happened. I was goofH.G. Wells "War of the motorists off of Interstate 65
ing off - going too last. 'faking crazy chances. But I was enjoying my freedom and having fun. The last thing 1
remember was passing an old lady who seemed to be going
awfully slow. I heard the deafening crash and felt a terrific
jolt. Glass and steel flew everywhere. My whole body seemed to be turning inside oat. I heard myself scream.
Suddenly I awakened: it was very quiet. A police office
Was standing over me. Then I saw • doctor, My body was
Frances Drake
"angled.Iwas saturated with blood. Pieces of jagged glass
were sticking .out all over. Strange that I couldn't feel
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 9,1979
.
any thing__ .
What kind of day will orders. - Highly artistic, you
Ifey,,elon't pull that sheet over my head. I can't be dead.
be? To find out what can succeed in acting, writing,
tomorrow
grow
I'm only 17. I've fritik-dite tonight. I iniosupposed to
the stars say, read the music, poetry, and painting.
up and have a wonderful life. 1.1ifyen't lived yet. I can't be
forecast given for your birth
dead. ---- Sign.
Later I was placed in • drawer. M-y. folks hadlo identify
me. Why did they have to see me like this? Why did I have
ARIES
to look at Mom's eyes when she, faced the most terrible
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(
ordeal of her life? Dad suddenly looked like an old man. He
Work irritations may be the
son.my
is
he
"Yes,
charge,
in
told the man
that you need a fresh
signal
my
all
saw
]he funeral was • weird experience. I
to routine. Seek
approach
relatives and friends walk toward the casket. They passed
efficient methods and don't
by, one by one, and looked at me with the saddest eyes I've
shirk obligations._
ever seen. Some of my buddies were crying. A few of the
TAURUS
away.
walked
they
girls touched my hand and sobbed as
wake me up! Get me out of.. ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Please ... somebody
A new romantic interest
here. I can't bear to see my Mom and Dad so broken up. My
may have the potential for
grandparents are so racked with grief they can barely walk.
becoming a lasting .atMy brother and sisters are like zombies. They move like
tachment, but as of now, it's
robots. In•daze, everybody! No one can believz-t-his. Andl
-can't believe it, either.
just too soon to tell.
Please don't bury me! I'm not dead! I have a lot of living to
GEMINI
do! 1 want to laugh and run again. I want to sing and dance.
t May 21 to June 201
Please don't put me in the ground. I promise if you give me
If everything seems a mess
in
driver
careful
just one more chance, God, I'll be the most
at home, it may be a clue that
the whole world. All I want is one more chance. k
its time to clean house. Find
Please, God, I'm only 17!
ways to make home a place in
which you can work.
CANCER
a
you
make
Friends
Are you the lonely face in the crowd?
(June 21 to July 22)
winner, and Abby tells you how to win them in her booklet,
communications
Garbled
Old."
Too
or
Young
Too
Never
You're
Popular;
"How To Be
now. A person
possible
are
'
128
rental
Send $1 with a long, self-addressed, stamped
may not fulfill a promise or
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
will offer more than they can
90212.
deliver. Watch carelessness.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)
Watch unrealistic thinking
about a romantic prospect.
Curtail extravagance and
dubious investments. Consult
with partners, close allies.
VIRGO
I Aug. 23 fo Sept. 22) TIP VA.
The need to express yourself
should lead to some creative
effort rather than statements
which call attention to
yourself.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct.
It's time for circumspect
behavior. Beating around the
bush though can lead to a
comin
breakdown
munications. Don't assume
anything.

'I'm Only 17 . . .

By Abigail Van Buren
1975b,

ted

my
knn
tps,
nee
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sn't
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s.
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a
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Your Individual
Horoscope

r109"

®

SCORPIO
( Oct. 2.3 to Nov. 211 111/eV
There's a tendency to
overdo on the party scene
now. New friends are exciting,
but don't ruin things by
overstaying your welcome.
-SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
.Watch out for grandiose
planning careerwise. A new
idea has merit, but it may be
too soon to act on it or to get
others' support.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
A pleasant conversation
with a new contact is not the
go-ahead for love at first sight.
Don't get carried away with
romantic plans.
AQUARIUS.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 113)ri%S'
Though a higher-up may
approve of a business venture,
there are still many ddlails to
he worked out. Don't spend
money prematurely.
PISCES
1.1
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 •
Be a good listner, but some
of the ideas of someone close
may be a bit unrealistic. Don't
let good times spoil your sense
k
-of judgement:'

tornado

"We didn't know what was
going
'said a county police

County police reported a flood
Of worried queries.

the broadcast. "Nobody told
us."

Oreause
reports.

of

the

ct_2
STAND
rr!!

is% a Uknii

ISTO U110100 fee.. Sy.aceis,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

UNITED Feature Syndicate
2 Time gone
1 Cheer
Friday's Puzzle Solved
by
4 The ones
3 Inn
there
4 Old pronoun
3 Recent
5 Pronoun
12 The self
6 About
13 Clues
7 Halt
14 Time period- 8 Chemical
15 Armed
compound
bands
‘9 Obelisk
17 Aquatic
MUU WM= UU10
10 Transgress
1313 MOO
mammals
11 Existed
19 Stalemate
18 Pose
20.Hurry
18 Abounds
21 Barracuda
20 Hold up
13 Greek letter 21 Mixes
24 Pass on
22 Jury list
MU MAIM WM
27 Hindu cym- 23 Unfeeling
Arthur S
bals
25 Essence
38 Pertaining to
28 Young-dogs 26 Barks
lance
old age
48 Emmet
30 Apportion
28 Greek letter 40 Instructor
49 Lamprey
31 Preposition 29 Bristle
42 Pronoun
50 As written
32 Smirks
44 Discover
32 Slrict
,
Mus
34 Symbol for
45 Insects
33 Symbol for
53 Zeus's bethallium
rhodium
46 Toll
loved
35 Remainder
36 Minute part 47 King
37 Twort0- ..4
gether
9 10 11
4 5 6 7 11
2 3
38 Weaken
39 Weather
14
13
12
word
18
17
41 Sun god
Ia
15
42 Possessive
20
19
pronoun
43 Glass con
25 26
23
21 22
tamer
so
211
27
45 Big —
46 Facades
34
33
2
31
48 Eagles'
38
nests
36
35
51 Vast age
62
41
40
52 Judge
54 Permit
45
4/
43
55 Goal
49 SO
4a
56 Hindu peas- 4/ 47
ants
34
53
57 Guido's high 31note
33
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HE'S THE ONE I
CAUGHT AND
THREW f3ACk LAST
YEAR WHEN HE
WAS TOO SMALL

I. NEVER
FORGET A
FACE

ARE YOU
SURE?
POSITIVE
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Syndwili:Ws.

Discover
A flew
World
Of nEws

e

Wouldn't it be great if conserving energy were as natural as
children playing on a spring day?
It could be, with a little efforton.
everyone's part.
„

.

West Ky.. Rural Bedric •
Cooperative -Corporation
Murray Mayfield

YOU 1z1_ORN TODAY are
interested in world problems
and would Make an excellent
public servant. You like to be
in charge and moilike taking

•

Be a Christopher Co:urnbus and widen your horizons with
The Murray Ledger 8.Times: -

Please start my subscription today!

We have All the news you will need in shopping, entertainment,sports news and much more.

NAME

Get away from the flatness of your everyday life and be a
well-rounded reader of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Call today for home delivery or fill out the handy coupon in
this ad and discover a new world of hews!

ADDRESS
STATE .

CITY
ZIP

PHONE

Mtierray Ledger & Times

1

:•
:LEDGER a TIMES,Saturday, April 7, 1979
AGE 10 THE MURRAY,Ky.

43.
La

759-

COMMONWEA1,TH OF
KENTUCKY
e
DEPARTMENT OF
TR,ANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO

corsrrRAcroits
Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau
of Highways, at its
office,
Frankfort,
Kentucky until 10:00
A.M. Eastern Standard
Time on the 20 day of
April, 1979, at which
time ,bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the improvement of:
RS GROUP 47( 1979)
Bituminous Surface.
Calloway Co., RS 18-58
-The Steely Road from
US 641
extending
westerly, a distance of
2.000 miles.
Calloway Co. RS 18-78
- The Forest Coleman
Road from the Poor
Farm Road (CR5354)
extending
northwesterly to KY 299, a
distance of 2.850 miles.
. Calloway Co., RS 18348 - The Cherry
Corner-Pottertown
Road from KY 280
extneding
southwesterly to the Chestnut
Grove Lookout Tower
Road (CR5107 ), a
distance of 2:200 miles.
STATEWIDE, RRO00S f6, SP 121-SW998P3 and RRP-OOS (7i.
SP 121-5W99-8P4: RRO005 161: Various Roads
on Non Federal . Aid
Systems. RRP-OOS (7
Various Roads on
Federal Aid Systems.
Warning
Signs
at
Railroad Crossings,
The Bureau of Highstays hereby notifies all
bidders that it will affirmatively insure that
in any contract,entered
into pursuant to this
advertisement,_ minority business _enterprises will be afforded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this in-

vitation, and will not be
will be afforded full opdiscriminated against
portunity to submit bids
on the ground of race,
in response to this incolor or national origin
vitation, and will not be
in consideration for an
discriminated -against
award.
on the ground of TaCe,
color or national origin
Bid Proposals for all
in consideration for an
projects
will
be
award.
available until 9:00 am.
Bid Proposals for all
EASTERN STANDARD
projects
Will
be
TIME, FRIDAY,
available until 9:00 a.m.
APRIL 20, 1979, at the. EASTERN STANDARD
Division of Contract
TIME, FRIDAY,
' Procurement.
Bid
APRIL 20, 1979, at the
Proposals for
all
Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
projects
will
be
Proposals for all projecavailable at a cost of $2
ts will be available at a
each and remittance
cost of $2 each and
payable
to
State
remittance payable to
Treasurer of Kentucky
State Treasurer of Kenmust
accompany
tucky must accompany
request for proposals.
request for proposals.
(NON REFUNDABLE
(NON REFUNDABLE)
BID PROPOSALS ARE
BID PROPOSALS ARE
ISSUED ONLY TO
ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIED PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS. CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will be
for all projects will be
aviiiislable to all inavailable to all interested parties at a
terested parties at a
cost of-42 each (NON
cost of $2 each I NON
REFUNDAHLE). SpecREFUNDABLE). imen Proposals cannot
Specimen Proposals
be used for bid
cannot be used for
2 NOTICE
bidding.
FREE STORE.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCAY
DEPARTMENT OF.. ,
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE to CONTRACTORS

Sealed bids* will be
received by the Bureau'
of Highways, at its. office, Frankfort, Kentucky until 10:00 A.M.
Eastern Standard Time
op the 20 day of APRIL,
1979, at-.which time bids
will be publicly opened
and read for the improvement of:
VAROUS COUNTIES,
SP
1 2'1 - S W 9 9 :
Replacement of all
missing- and damaged
Raised Pavement
Markers on Interstate
Routes, 4-lane Toll
Roads and other 4-lane
Roads in Highway
Districts land 2. ,
The Bureau ,of Highways hereby nodies all
bidders that it will affirmatively insure that
in any conefact entered
into pursuant to this advertisement, minority
business
enterprises

NOTICE
Calloway County
School Districts
There will be a meeting
Monday, April 9, 1979 at 7:00
p.m. in the circuit court room.
Those opposed to the tax increase voted for by the county
school board are urgently
asked to attend this meeting.

NOTICE( The Mrs. Edna A.
Jones listed in the delinquent
tax Ifst is not the-Mrs. Edna
L Jones, of Route 3, Murray
an employee at Fisher Price

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Rea

MOHAWK RUG. 12 X 18 Call
753 1385

FOR SALE

N1C
no
bloc
of
pro
wit
and
ove
Joh
1111
753

HELP WANTE.rnmer
work as youth
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
sler. 362

sea.

water tank, 560 NICE DUPLEX, 2 bedroom,
AKC REGISTERED Poodle
gallon, gate, valve. and 12
stove, refrigerator, large puppies, very reasonable, 7
toot hose Call 492 8790
rooms, located on large weeks old 492 8457
26" GIRLS BIKE, also an private lot Available May
41. PUBLIC SALES
•xercise bike. 527-8078.
1st. Call 753-3343.

HOUSE PLANT sale!
needed.
Please apply a• ,• en
LAWN MOWER with Steel
Seas
Saturday and Sunday, 12 to 4,
restaurant, ote• 3 30 pm at
ball
bearing
wheels,
3
/
1
2
hp
near
600 builgking, College
KIRBY
641 North
Briggs and Stratton engine
Courts
SACRUM
efficiency
instant height adjustment, ONE
ROOM
MAID.' PANT •,•••- or merit
S99.99. Wallin Hardware, apartment,$85 Locatednear 43. REAL ESTATE
Pay, bonus ma
4oPlY at
CLEANERS
Regal 8, no ;2,-.
campus at Olive Street
For factor) authorized parts, . Paris.
calls
please
sales, and service call 1901
LARGE WELDING torch apartments 753 3415 or after
442-7619 Located at 102 W
5 pm,753 4793.
set Call 753 6694.
.'MECHANIC ,,
..-NTED.
Washington
St , Court Square,
MN %IOWA
Must have eve'.t'o-e in air
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $3I TWO BEDROOM apartment,
Paris,
TN
face for all silver coins dated stove and refrigerator and
conditiorierS, .._.,11 end"
153.5455 or
153-13111 alignment,
up through 1964 More for water furnished, central heat
and '
i .s
tun,.
brakes. Salary p,u1 corn
large
amounts
1965 69 and air. 1414 Vine.
Servicemission.
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each TWO BEDROOM apartment,
lringe
benefits.- Apply .• .0,
en
aci
r
2,ohodya
For pickup call Cooley in Ivaitabla-Ammediately. Call
ALMOST NEW M.F. tractor, Paris,(901)642 5118
753 4331.
•Stogre°‘"1.
e.sem_erra, No phone 245, diesel with plow,.-Mk ONE UTILITY trailer, 'A-1 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
palera
G:alendlls
and bushhog
total price, condition, $185 Call 436 5.431
REDECORATED
NEWLY
Commercial
$9500 or tractd only $8000 or 436 5407. .
Paris, Tn.
sleeping room, one block
Call733-2878 Or 753 4751.
Lake Property
RAPID
University.
GRO,
from
753
8
Call
oz.,
$1.n;
16
-The Craig Brothers"
8 ALLIS CHAMBER tractor oz.. 52.19; 32
oz., $3.75; 5 lb., 1812 or 759 4909.
Marina - Boat repair
and egLiipment. one owner. $7.75; 10 HS.,
Friday 6th
S11.85. Wallin
. 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Call 474 2302. .
property
for sale on
Hardware,
Paris.
Per Year
and
CUB LOWBOY tractor with RAPID SHARPENER or FIVE ROOM house, un
Kentucky Lake. ApMaittalaintiri
now
avatlable
furnished,
Saturday 7th
belly mower,disk and 5 foot Precision saw chain
NINct
filing, 753-6944 or 753 3864
proximately 4500 sq.
ONEIM am•oti room
blade, good condition Call only $1299 at Wallin
Hard
,eelung
Corp
National
ai36. RENT OR LEASE'
1901)
ft. metal building on
247 5665.
ware, Paris
S-100C REAARD , FOR Tn
de pendent
••ttulesale
formation leading to the
one acre lakefront lot.
SAW
MIST
for
Sale.
us in
distributor to
arrest and ,conviction of
Shoemaker
cashing in on
hooming
Lumber
Two
Co.,
additional
...person involv-ed in shooting
Mini
FOR
SALE: Ford 4 bottom McKenzie, Tn.(ST0c) 352-5777
authomatic rner.r.endisuag inresidential lots go with
of cattle in Kirk Ridge area
plow with yetter colterS for STAINLESS
dustry. Nothing 'Atm chance.
Warehouse
STEEL kitchen
Call C W Nance, 436 5365 or
YOU need no evertence YOU
trash. Burch 111
property. Priced at
/
2 foot disk sink, double compartment, 4
E tglehart, 436-5397.
Storage Space
do not sell. YOU make money!
Call after 5 pm,435 4335
hole, self rimming, $2999.
$91,500. Phone KopYOU MUST be mature arid
4. IN MEMORY
For lent
1466 INTERNATIONAL $3999. 54999. Wallin Har
responsible. In,rstalent 22
perud Realty, 753-1222.
WITH cab heal and air-204 aware,
IN MEMORY- of Henry C.
low as..1122711. Write or CALL
753-4758
tires
Jones. it has been two-years
and
duals, fully 26. TV-RADIO
COLLECT. Mk CARIF?.this rainey day, Daddy, since
i.eighted 489 2428 or 489
Product, 9999 Hy.r...7
Go
-- RADIO EQUIPMENT,
2422 .
FOR RENT: 5 acreS dark SUBDIVISION
you went to sleep, and the
moist Ave.,Suite l.Houston,
LAND'
Teaberry
tube
type
base
pain all went away We all
Texas,77042,733 -3]-16
ONE ROW
tractor, radio, Polamor 300 amp . 7 fired,'2 acre air cured, Barn Invest in land advise the
,,miss you more every day, the
available_ 489-2116 after 7 experts This acreage is just
plow, disk, and cultivator new price, 8
months old. Call
children and grandchildren PART TIME
south of Murray and joins
Pm.
Call after 6 pm,489 2716.
•
F sner
753 6694.
miss you, but I miss you Hunter.
prestigious
sub
Neec 3 sales SNAPPER MOWER blades, WANTED.
SOMEONE to
more It won't be long tilt I'll refAesentative .cir
division.. professional
plat
the 76", 28", 30", your choice, assume
payments
on
be knocking at your door. Kentucky Outdc,:r Press in
available .dial
753
55 99 each. Wallin Hardware, beautiful combination color
Children,
Wife,
1492
Gran
and
offered
Loretta
by
759-4600.
this area. Only •
nourt Parts
t. v. and stereo. Call 753 7575.
i
\
Jobs Realtors
per week .necessa•, Call or SPRAYERS.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 8\
Clchdren_ 2 GALLON, 27. MOB. HOME SALES
'T
LOST
& FOUND
write K.O.P., 15't• Beech St , S42 99. 3 gallon,
' But seek Ve-TTFST-the
$1-3.99-. 1972
kingdom of God, and His
GLOBE MASTER, fully
L ST APPROXIMATELY 7 Radcliff, KY 413: 502i 351
stainless steel. 3 gallon. -Ittrftlsheel
8.494
rightousness, and all these
with - washer and
mdnth
old
mixed
breed
$29.99.
Wallin
Hardware,
dryer, as underpinning and
things shall be adde.cf unto
ferriale dog, mostly white PART-TIME tarn" nventory Paris:
storm
windowS;31.4.500 _c
you." Matthew 6.33 24 hour
(salt and pepper toddy) with in
local
s•:-es
Car.'TILLER; 5 HP with Briggs 527 1172.
phOne, answeted by . God's
darlc ears and face_ Lost in necessar4
1A. " •e- phone and • Stratton engine,
chain
servants NOT A TAPE 759
vacinity
NICE TWO .bedroom fur
of the New number, expii-i- eirce 189.,driv
ath1ei
-to clw ae
r,
e. P
S2a
09
ris
.9
.
9
.... W a ll in H a r
4600. Bible. kacts and _Free
Providence area, Answers to. inv,entOry Contrv •Co
nished . mobile home on
Pasture Land in CenStore. Hear our broadcast
theNkame of Pepper ftt seen Box 3O.4, Paramis N...1652
private-4ot. Call after 5 pm,
tral Calloway County.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24 759 1984
SSondays at 12:40
7S3_-7.6.18 after 5_30 REF R'IGERA T
- ..5tR
month guarantee; 6 volt 113.
Call 759-4506 or .4891_474, 12 X,._65r.inoroLe HOME
'VICE, man, r,in school ammo, group
3 EH,544.99, 12
LOS
3 bedroom:
MAHOGONY leather education or ec,,,,y.lent. volt, 110
THE RORD1O SUCCESS
7b,STAT----att _4663.
amps, group 30 +I,
.valle in Be) Air shopping minimum of . 'cart .ex
electric, $5500 or take over
S;s;tr9
r
if
s?.
Wallin
Hardware, payments
centei Reward offered. -753 perience in I436 5839
N !e hd 4at
•
,
oe -2 Nu
.
0797.
refrigeration
Or
3,5 COn,s
12 X 60, 1978 MODEL, TWO PERSON NEEDED
to take
WEED
EATER, Moil& 500 or
LOST
months
HREE sett of car dition mg, instaAL,:rat and 507
old,
must sell. 753
WITH-IN
YOUR
507, $39 99 Why pay that high
over lease of trailer, 753 0928
Wil
. -,'s der
keys on k
0270
or
ring with a coca service
753
5696
_- price when you can purchase
or 759444$
REACH!! This sharp,
cola bailie...,apefter and vocational train.:._. :: biace
Motlet not -notosaeor tor
WANT,TO rentor tease land
newly decorated 3
horseshoe -witav>sk 1948 penny of 'experience.
only 5,32 99. Wallin Hard 3'4 acres of land on blacktop 10 row crop or air cure.barn
in' it If found call 753 6154. office of Personv, Serv Ices,
Bedroom B.V. Large
road 6 miles south east of
ware,
Paris
Call 435-4429"
Sparks Hall, Mur•O, State.
Reward!
Murray. Call after 5 pm, 153-kitchen-dining, spacioS, $1588, 5080
--SIT-VETS-SUPPLIES:
Company WHEELBARR-d OIL
LOST
BEAGL-E IZE, TEXAS
$29 99, S39 99 AND $419 99
'us living area, roomy
s-Kcirl ha r
-bro•W1e
AKC
rid trfeVen"Y Ve4s
REGISTERED Pug
2111.-44011.-HOME
141414.-- WaITifi warawartrrwarix
face, black and grey spotted or female,
40 for
bedrooms,
carport,
puppies,
wilt
be
to
ready
go
body Reward Call 759-1158 protected indus" a
sales WANT TO buy or lease dark TWO BEDROOM,furnished, b Y.April 26, 753-7438.
New Outside Storage.
territory
after 5 pm
No 'e :cation. or air cured tobacco base carpeted, air, trailer, $100
F ULL BLOODEp, pure
per month. Call 753 77)7 after
Located at 302 N. 17th
437 Atf8
LOST PUPPY! Last seen in AAA 1 firm esta;: 5-ed since
330 pot or call Shady Oaks white, 6 weeks old, German
•
- ssions. 20. SPORTS EQUIP.
Street. IMMEDIATE
641 North vacinity. Female, 1933. Liberal
Shepherd puppies. 498 8528.
and
ask
for
no.
23.
ad
black with white chest and Opportunity
WARN ELECTRIC wench,
POSSESSION
AND
TOY POODLE, silver, 6
FOR RENT 12 X 60, new
vancement. F
personal 8,000 lbS, and bumper
-.114Ws, bolrtaii, no collar. 753From carpet,
ONLY $34,900. Boyd
months, hckisebroke. $100
interview, w)1- -R.Q Bell,
,
new
iiirniture.
810 5call 759 1825 Perfect for
Has papers
Southwestern' eft,'Olevfm
central heat and air. like
Majors Real Estate,
6. HELP WANTED
22. MUSICAL
small children or retired
new. Shady Oaks. 753 5209.
TX 16501
Box 789,'F t.
106 N. 12th St.
COOK WANTED Apply, at; Equal
iii“ilOrti.tnity PRACTICE PIANO, in ,good F OR _R ENT . 3 bedroom, 11, persons .
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Employer.
condition. $375 Cali 753,3677 bath mobile name tocatecrat
Stadium View Drive. 84C1.. WAITRESSE: AND Ireak
Court,
stove.
WANTED
RESPONSIBLE Riveria
phone calls.
• fast and : nner ce,Diss party to assume $15,a month refrigerator, water, trash
CUSTODIAN, MUST be wanted, dia.
appi, in payments on like new organ pickup, t v antenna, and air
conditioner . furnished
capable
performing person. Hi- , Bear, 1409 Call 753 7575_
of
Central gas heat Deposit
_gineral • housek eepi ng duties Main Street
23 EXTERMINATINGreouired 435 4349.
invotf71117--reie--operation of WOMAN TC
an house. one
floor cleaning equipment
FOR
RENT
2 bedroom
or tymo days • reek Call 753
such as vacuums and buf- 9621
trailer. $175, a month, fur
fers. Must be able to perform
nished, couples only, out of
Sr
.‘.'--11T
)ATI. --- Tr5 WANTEDmanual labor and assume 9town. Call 753 0570 after 5
,esponsibilty for equipment. WOULD L • E. '0 Five in anq
pm
.y person or
Apply at office of Personnel care for e
TWO BE
furAished
„Services,
Sparks.
' Hall, couple. , Ha, had nursing
trailer, 10 minutes from
experience
9617
Murray State..
Murray, good for students
• DESK CLERK. -FAA.U_Ainae... 10. BUS.0!);7RTUNITY
Call 527 7621 after 5 PM
apply at Regal 8, no phone FOR S
_ .Fas't -lead
11
-"Trert
-DOLING
541 15 Please
restaurarSl.
ated in Cadiz
WE BUY and sell used air
EXPERIENCED SEWING For further -.ormation can
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
machine operatbrs. Apply in 76-7.3726
910.4 •
person,2.4. MISCELLANEOUS
Calloway
12, INSURANCE
Company,
Manufact-uring
ALUMINUM OUT huilding.8 30. BUS.RENTALS
Ill-Poplar St , Murray, KY.
X 16 Call 753 0570 after 5 prn
:
, SHOPPING CENTER. next
MOBILE
MIME
to Murray State University
EVIEFOIENCED SERVICE
A PENTAX KI000 camera
campus has building for rent
man wanted for heating and
U1SFAMICE
with case 5150 753 7410
Equipped with gas heat and
cooling
'in
company
AUSTIN FARM, Dogwoods air conditioning Call 753 3018
Mayfield, Good pay and good
in
509..Ychitnel
753 after 5pm.
Wayne Wilms at
bloom,
benefits_ Call 247-0934.
ci55 or 753 7318
302 N 12ttt 51.
31. WANT TO RENT
EXPERIENCED
'BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5' TWO MURRAY State staff
6/1ECHANIC, Dwain Taylor
or Call163-3263
steel, S63'99. Colors, $69 99. personnel would like
,Chevrolet
753 2617.
Call
small
Wallin Hardware,•Paris,
after 5 pm call 437 4139 and
duplex,
hoose
un
or
14. WANT TC BUY COMMODES,
ask for 0 L Ma.thjs,
WHITE, furnished. Call 753 0932 atter
J-OrNK CA"- ieliver or will 53999.
Colors. 1.47.50. Wallin 5 pm.
pick pp C4 174-8854 or 527
Hardware, Paris
32. APTS. FOR RENT
.1315;_
DIAMOND RING set, per.
WANTE:
STANDING fect s kt solbtaire, S750 FOR RENT New 2 bedroom
-.4ownhouse apartment. all
timber.;_rtimber, and Must see'
IsA SZeitalt
Call 7S3 5954 carpet, range,
refrigerater.
pulpwood
pay cash or evenings
dishwasher,
disposer,
percentaT
Jr choice. We
DESK,
2
.
X
FILE
60,
30
washer
dryer
and
hookup.
-ices
Pay
white
also
on
12th & Poplar
drawers, one month old, '2 central heat and air. Call 753
Call after 6
oak vecf"cost
753
6694
Call
7550.
753-1227pm,489 It • :
PRECISION FOR
RENT
furnivhed
WPrE-A T r);, _L, catI 498 EARTHWAY
FREE FARX/NG
garden seeder complete with apartment near University,
8376
six plates, 130.99-- - Wallin water furnished 753 4140 or
IS, ARTICLES FOR SALE
Hardware, Paris,
436 241 1
38"
Now there's a free IBM seminar designed for
pitch for 1
- -ir, $10.59s
businessmen
'yOU:It features a discussion of the
bar, 511 951
. bar, $14.55.
Wallin hitati:r ,rie, Paris.
applications and benefits of IBM's small computers.
FOR 541 E
rtable Sears 8
Small computers can handle a wide range of important
track pia
1s. Car 8 track
jobs, including order entry, invoicing, receivables,
andnd2 ssso%
;
6,7 $
43
19:
3 Stereo
PLEASE HELP me find
payroll, sales analysis, and inventory management to
LAWN
my dog. Siberian husky,
battery, 24
name just a few.
month r4
S20.99.
red and white, has
Wallin 1-44.1 r /. -e, pariS.
There are small, easy-to-use, low-cost IBM computers
collar, blue eyes, goes
MARINE
TTERY, 36
for' the first-time user, for under $18,000. There are
by Natasha. Lost in New
26..99
w8
;
.99
)
1.,365
,5C,:
ndtt a92
t_im
m rn
systems avaiable with,programming already written for
Providence.
month

Austin Farm
Dogwoods
he Bloom

,

Post 45

mi mu.
to.00u

nigwrs

Gibson Country
Cured Aged Ham •
300 Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb.$1.69

_
-Kenny's Trerraite
& Pep t.control

It's
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Starks Nardware

Needed: New &
Used
Car
Salesman. Reply in
confi4ence to P.O.
Box 32K, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

Announcing an IBM
seminar on small computers
just like

over twenty different industries. And there are small IBM.,
computers that Can be programmed specifically for your
use.
Whatever your need,if you'd like to attend this free IBM
seminar, call your nearest IBM General Systems Division.)
office or send this coupon.
A

s,
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Ken Bar Inn
Hwy.641, Ky. Dam

For
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Air-Conditioners
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A small COMINttf CM make
a big difference
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

43. REAL ESTATE
Le ACRE LOT nor Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759 1677 Chilton and Hance
Realty
•
NICELY WOODED five acre
nornesites
located
on
blacktop road near lake Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low clown payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
lilt Sycamore St , 753 0101,
753 _7531

43. REAL ESTATE

Murroy, Kentucky

753-4451
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
andd clear, smokeless skies
are in abundance at- this 12
acre m 1 tract not -too far
out also has 3 bedroom
mobile home and 30 X 30
body shop Call today _753
1492. offered
by
Loretta
Jobs Realtors

COI sawn 1111t11

ue.t iorieer RealtorAppraiser
Ph 901,479-2966 475-371.,
Fulton Tenn

he

BRAND NEW . . . 4
Bedrm.,- 242 bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many distinctive features including
fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor,
plush
carpeting,
sewing/hobby
rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage
w/paved
drive. call & See This
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

49. USED CARS

Purdom & Thurmaw
Insurance & Real Estate
soohs,dc co„,, sq„cir.

*inlay Auction I
Realty Sales

Prufes..onalServives
With The Friendly Touch-

43. REAL ESTATE

Cystic Ink• ntniospher•I
Nor.', Ito home that its
you est pray from it 48. A 3
U. 2 baths home designed for
Arnolify living. Spacious downflair, wow coarbinns kitchen,
dining woe and groat room
with Frirkliti firspioce. Only
neimites from town $47,500.

John Smith, Realtor

741oc
womi
753-7411 (anytime)

ns

• Bargain lit
The Week
Mobile Home on approximate one acre
lot, about one mile
from Kentucky Lake.
Mobile home has central gas heat, permanent wooden roof,
concrete block storm
shelter building and
additional
outside
wired storage building
and workshop. Total
package for only
$9,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
Estate service.

NURSES

JIMMY CARTER PAID $5 BILLION
FOR -THE ORIGINAL."
43. REAL ESTATE

kat.,,em
. rnot•
South 121h at Svc.l
TELEFIVIONt 753-1661

A beginners luck
begins when they
purchase t.hts 1970, two
bedroom mobile home.
68' x 12' Royal English
model. In excellent
condition and priced to
sell at only $5,500.00.

NEEDED AT

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital
*th rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

1

BOYD-MAJORSH
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Service,
-With The Friendly ranch"

A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs New and lovely Secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on treestudded lot. Electric
heat, 'carpeting, air
conditioner,
range,
refrigerator. For a
carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over For
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

SPECIAL NOTICE!!
We of

ADVANCED INC. TIRE AND
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER

IT MAY be small but so is the
price! 2 bedroom home
located, within blocks of
downtOwnc..good
rental
oroperty...iNe will show you
by calling 753 1492...offered
by Lorena Jobs Realtors.

oftimm

753-1222

The
Rood Life
Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three
bedrooms, 1)-2 baths,
living room with large
woodburning fireplace, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop
road. You must see the
inside to appreciate
this bargain. Priced at
$59,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
We are members of
Multiple Listing Service.

-- • at 511 N. 4th St., Murray,KY

would like to announce to the people of this area,that as of April
1, 1979, ADVANCED- INC. has bought the firm formerly
operated as KEELS PURCHASE TIRE, 808 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, KY, which had been owned by Pat Winchester since
June, 1976.
Dick Overby, General Manager, and everyone of ADVANCED
INC. wishes to take this opportunity to thank all the customers
who have patronized_ both firms in the past and is anxiously
awaiting to continue to serve the people of this area.
Dick invites everyone to drop by and see him and the staff at
ADVANCED INC., new location, 808 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
KY.

fo
in

les
t t

ar
to
our

The merger of theselirms affords ADVANCED INC. the opportunity to better serve the people of this area by having a
larger and better equipped facility and a much broader range
of merchandise and services.
. _
Dick Overby wants the people to-know of the variety of services
which ADVANCED INC. will be offering:
1)A complete line of new automotive,truck, and farm tires.
2)In shop services on shocks, brakes, tune-ups, exhaust systems,
computer wheel balancing (for automotive and trucks) Shop flat
repairs on all type tires. Accessories, etc.
3)Three complete service trucks for road service and field service on trucks, farm equipment, and construction equipment. Tire
repairs.'
4)11 complete modern 'recapping shop.(Watch foefuture ads)

ADVANCED INC. will also continue to operate their facility at
N. 4th and Chestnut Streets until the total operations can be
moved to 808 Coldwater Road.
6•11

THANK YOU, Don Overby, General Manager, ADVANCED INC. TIRE &
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER,808 Coldwater Road, Murray, KY.
Business Phones; 759-4788; 753-7111; 759-4806; Don Overby Home
Phone 759-4783

Advanced, Inc.
Tut & Litor Oive Cen4 r
o'1VANV 1.11Nt

759-4788

APVANCT PIN(

WOO

Manager - Dick Overby

4th II Chestnut
Service Manager-John Newberry

MOTORS

-10

TERRIFIC LOCATION...314
S 9th is the -location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
churches,
and
shopping.
Besidesthe 4 bedrooms and 2
baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and pa tion enclosed by
private wooden fence. Call
today for an appointment to
see at. $47,500. The Nelson
Shroat Co., Realtors. 759
1707.

REGISTERED,PROFESSIONAL

BOATS

&
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport, 2 $t.
door, air, power steering, 10 FOOT ALUMINUM boat
power
brakes,
AM FM on Easy' Rider drive on
stereo, new tires, factory trailer, 1974, 70 hp Johnson
mag wheels. Call before 6 motor with stainless steel
prop, 12 24 trolling motor,
pm, 436 5353, after 6 pm, 436
high speed depth finder and
5472
many other accessories. See
1973 GOLD COUGAR XR7
Black's
Decorating
at
Call 7591432.
Center, 753-0845 or call 7531973 GRAND AME Pontiac. 9382 after 5 pm. $1700.
fully equipped, $1175. Call
15 FOOT BASS boat, 1978 60
474.2267.
motor and trailer,
1972 GRAN TORINO, small hp
V8, automatic, power and Lawrence depth finder,
air, local car, $895. Call 489- $2600 Call 753 9349
2595.
14 FOOT -1969 ENST6N bass
1974 GRAND PRIX, power boat, 40 hp Johnson motor,
depth finder and
trailer,
steering, brakes, windows
and air, factory AM-FM tolling motor Catl 753-7450.
stereo plus tape, good con
FOR' SALE
1966 Elec
dition, 57,000 miles. Call 753
trorriatic 40 hp Johnson
8149.
motor with controls 753 1556
1972 LTD BROUGHAM. Also 1978 MODEL 197" deep V
an early American couch
Runabout with 228 hp
Calf 753-9915.
Mercruiser, all aluminum
c
Tandum
trailer. Has been
1977 LTD,2 door Landau, low
water only onetime. 753-4320
mileage. CW1492-8965.
1977
16
RUNABOUT, RED
meTiv.t•et- 1965
LINCOLN
CON
TINENTAL,
excellent metal flake, white interior,
75 hp Evinrude motor, used
condition, $895. Call 753.8120.
only one summer. $3450. Call
1974 MONTE CARLO, White
753-5315 or 753-3143.
- on black on white, slotted
aluminum wheels, AM 8 53. SERVICES OFFERED
43. REAL ESVATE
track stereo, air shocks. Call ADDITIONS,
• EN •
753-8257.
CLOSURES,
fireplaces,
Premium
TIRE SALE
garages,
home
building,
NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2
grade, white wall, 4 ply
tone green, new tires, $650. insurance work, new baths
polyester with Road Hazard
and
kitchens,'
restorations.
Call
382 2626, Linville.
guarantee A78X13, $21.39
Murray Remodeling, 753PONTIAC
and 51.72 F ET. E78X14, 1973
VEN- 5167.
and
52.20
TERIOR, automatic, power
$25.63
F. E T;
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
F78X 14, $26.40 and $2.32 and air, $1175. Call 489-2595.
and
models.
F ET: G78X14 or 15, $28.39 1965 RAMBLER AND 60 makes
Refrigerator
and air con
arid $2.54 F ET; H78XI4 or 15,
John Deere farm tractor. ditioning.
All
work
and
$276
$30.52
F ET; Call 489-2207 after 4:30 pm or
guarenteed. Call 753-0762
L78X15, $12.86 and $3.06 on Saturdays.
anytime.
FET. Wallin Hardware,
50. USED TRUCKS
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Paris.
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP, General home remodeling,
49. USED CARS
$950. Call 436 2400.
framing, aluminum siding,
1970 AMC HORNET, 2 door
1969 CHEVROLET /
3
4 ton gutters, and roofing. Call
hardtop,$300. 7672351.
pickup, 4 speed, new tires 395-4967 or 1.362-4895.
1973 BUICK CENTURY 2 'and brakes. $600. Call after 5 BACK
HOE WORK, septic
door hardtop, V8, AM-FM 8 pm,753 8623.
tanks, gravel and dirt
track,$1300. Call 753 9349.
1975 DODGE TRUCK, $2250 hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
1973 BUICK CENTURY, full 753-9908.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
power air, tilt wheel vinyl
Block Oarages, ba•ements,
top, 2 door, good condition.
driveways, walks, patios,
FOR
1970 Ford custOrn pickup
Steps, free estimates. 753
with camper top Call 4365476.
SALE
2555.
C-ARPENTER'S
TRUCK - '66 Dodge,
1977 BUICK REGAL Landau,
AVAILABLE
to
do
extra sharp. Ca11753 7597.
remodeling, etc. Call for
good conditoti. $650.
1977 CAPRICE CLASSIC, 44,
estimates,
after
753-6122
-4
,
Call 489-2711.
door, excellent condition, low
pm.
mileage, power brakes
CAN'T GET thcie small jobs
steering, and air. Call • 753- 1966 FORD PICKUP, V8, has around
the house or mobile
topper. 1970 Chevy Caprice. home done?. Carpentry,
CHE-VROLET- -Call 753-8825 before 5 pm and painting,
1967
prumbing,
CAPRICE, also motorcycle ask for Randy.
aluminum siding, patios,
trailer. Call A35.4268.
FORD
1977
PICKUP small concrete jobs. Call 436
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE, Explorer, 302 Motor, straight 2562 after 5 pm.
low mileage, call 753.9022 shift, good gas mileage. Call CARP7E,T CLEANING, at
after 3 pm and ask for Rick 753-0570 after 5 pm
reasomable rates. -Prompt
Hall.
1974 FORD PICKUP F-100, and efficient service. Custom
Carpet
Care. 489-2774.
1976 DATSUN, 35,000 miles, -power steering and brakes
runs good, $2000. Call 759- chrome ET wheels. Call 753- CARPENTER
WOR-K,
•
4621.
A549.
remodeling and all types of
1979 DIESA. CADILLAC FOR SALE - 1975 Datsun home repair work , By
Seville, 5 weeks old, $17,950. pickup With. topper, 49,000 George, you had better call
Also -1979 Cutlass Supreme, actual miles. Phone 762-6254. him! Call 753-0765.
$5950, save $1600. Ptivately 1965 FORD PICKUP, good DUANE
AND his crew can
owned. Call 759-4005_
motor, ,needs brakes, $125. do it all. Does your lawn need
FOR
1972 Call 489-2468.
SALE:
a spring cleaning, perhaps a
Volkswagon Super Beetle. 1968 GMC PICKUP, power cut, a trim, or a good raking?
Phone 753-0131
your
lawn
steering, brakes, air, AM- Whatever
FOR
SALE:'
1971 FM 8 track, topper. Call 436- maintenance needs are, call
Volkswagon bus, good gas 5353 before 5 pm, 436-5472 Duane,753-0765.
mileage, 5990 Days, 7.53- after 6 pm.
EXTERIOR AND interior
°875; after 5,759 1657.
1967 GMC STRAIGHT shift,6 painting, carpentry work
ton, fair done,decks and porches.built
cylinder, a4
8hape.$350.00 Phone 753-8474. and repaired, gutter cleaning
Looking
for
installation;'- small
an
1978 JEEP CHEROKE, or
economy car? For Sale
automatic with extras-best plumbing, concrete walks,
patios,- and driveways also
offer. 753-3710 after 6 pm.
1971 Toyota Corona
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM,,
51.CAMPERS
for
free estimates.
Mark II $900. Call 4351973 DODGE 22' MINI home FENCE SALES at Sears
4360.
with alot of accessories. 753! now. Call Sears 753-2310 for 4509 or 436 5448.
free estimates for
your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
fencing
needs, contact
•
Montgomery Ward. Free
NEW OFFICE WHIRS
Closed All Day Wed.
estimates. 753-1966.
•
FOR CHAIN link fencing,
Saturday7:201)15.:010
Monday-Friday.7,30-NO011
Circle AJencing, division of
PRICE HAIR CUT 51 50
Atkins Gutter Service. 753PRICE SHAVE 51 25
8407.
For hospital IL house tolls Otiose cell 753-3685 one doy in adYOUR
FOR
upholstery
vance Notary Public Service.
needs, we-tto all kinds.
Furniture, boats, vans, cars;
and we have a wide selection
of beautiful fabrics and
naugahyde. We work ' to
plese. Call 753-5361 or 7536488.
He used to be way out behind the house.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
Then, they let him come inside. Even then he
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
d;dn't look much better, just felt a little war753-2310 for free estimates.

44. LOTS FOR SALE

2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic
tank, field line laid
only $5,500. House
recently burned. Call
435-4360.
T'AO SCENIC aive ,o's, both
have completely furnished
mobile homes with central
heat and air One located at
Panarama Shores and one
near Harbor Hill. Both
priced reasonable. Available

aronce. Call 436-5553 after 5
pm.

46. HOMES FOR SALE
A
BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch. Formal
living and dining room, eat
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace, 10
- closets plus 2 car garage.
Near completion. Offered by
-builder, 753-5167.ALL CEDAR 2 bedroom,
living room, dining room,
. _kitchen, completely
car
peted, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal, are all
furnished. Only 2 years old. •
753-6052.
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road, 753-8405.
BY OWNER: A bedroom, 2/
1
2
baths, living, dining, and
family room with fireprace,
eat in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
yard. gas heat. 1701'Johnson.
751,1643.
BY
BUILDER: new 4
bedroom, 3 bath house in
Canterbury. Call 753-3903 for
further information"FOR SALE blA owner: 3 ;
bedroom brick, 2 bath,
central heat and air, call 7533710 after 6 pm.
FOUR OR five bedroom.
Gatesborough home. Call
759-1149.

mer. Time sure has changed since "Ole
John's" day.
NOW it can be functional, sanitary and the
most glamorous room in the house. All it
takes is a lot of know how and a little bit of
MARBLE.
You ran find

both at...

Thornton Tile
and Mable
Quallt that ‘v lii let..
612 S. 9th

753-5719

GUESS WHAT'S UP!
OUR NEW SIGNS ARE UP!
ALSO
OUR LISTINGS ARE UP'
OUR SALES-ARE UP'

A Sure Sign For '79

INSULATION BLOVpvl in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating

Phone 436 2578:
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
Prompt efficient service,
call Ernest White,753 0605.
LAND,SCAPING AND lawn
care by the job or contract
for entire season will rake,
trim, prune, seed, fertilize,
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds. Call
436 5570 after 5 pm for free
estimates
LICkNSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plombing, heating and air
c?nditioning. Call 753 7203.

Ray lialUazie
Carpet Service
htstaRMia,
I care, so call me
before you buy and
tali to an expert experienced us the field
of floor coverings. For
free estimates and
friendly advice, call
Ray at -36-2124.

WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and also stockpile lime
Call or see Roger Hudson at
753 6763 or 753 4545

WET BASEMENT? We.
make wet basements dry,
work tompletely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2. 80x
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026.

SWILL MO-W yards. Call 753,
8251.

57. WANTED
NEED PLACE to dump wood
chips. Call George Landolt
Tree Service, 753 8170.
WANTED: USED four anti
five horsepower Briggs and
Stratton tiller motors. Will
pay topS Call 436 2418 after 5
pm.

WANTED TO
RENT,
LEASE, OR
BUY

WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
.d the
and remodeling arount
home. 753.2211.
WILL MOW yards. Cali 7539210.
WILL DO sewing for the
Public in my home. Call 753
5219
WILL MOW yards, using my
own mower. 753-6233.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home for infant, nights only.
753 9793

7

-•

ROW PRODUCT
LAND
759-4506 or
489-2663.

r

•

If.

CAPTIVATING
This choice home will show you real pride of
ownership. Check out this lovely 3 bedroo
home with formal dining room,family.room wi
fireplace, 23 x 15 game room and much, m
more. Located one block from _ Murray
-School. Priced at $62,500.

KOPI
REALTYRUD
753- 222

Or,

4

ttia buy this.2 bedroom doll house
lcyated in Alm°. Real neat and clean, on corner
lOt. Must see to believe.

4+ ACRES ON OLD WADESBORO RD. In So.
Marshall County. The brick home has 3
bedrooms & 1"z baths. The land is fenced & has
large barn.
EXCELLENT BUILDING SITE on 52 acres 1
mile east of Ahno with approx. 40 acres of crop
land, mostly creek bottOrn. Flowing creek that is
spring fed, partly fenced. Call Today.
,
APPROX.20 ACRES on Hale Springs Rd. bz mile
So. of Brewers. Approx. 15 Acres open, remainder is wooded hillside with good building site.

NOW YOU CAN CALL US TOLL FREE
FROM ANYWHERE IN THE STATE OF
KENTUCKY ON OUR NEW WATTS
LINE.
DIAL 1-800-592-5400

MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, al*co pat
ching and seal coating. 753
1537.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
,and
awr9ngs,
patio
carports. Call
aluminum
Jack Glover. 753 1873 after 6
Pm.
PAINTIN,G OF all kinds.
Home Or commercial. call
Aurora Painting, also 'dry
wall finishing. Call 354-8995

experience Call 435 4173.

choppeO,5300. 436-5325
1974 HONDA 360 CB, $450.
753-0612.
7Sb HONDA SL/PER Sport,
good running conditions,
resonably priced Call 7539413 after 6 pm
-HONDA CL 3504 low mileage,
excellent conditiory Call 252
533548. AUTO.SERVICE

Paris

DRIVEWAYS
WHITE
rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 751.5429
after 4 pm. •

'466rTN67"-F-L-A T - or
shingles' water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 yeah,

753 5865.
1972 HONDA 350 FOUR,semi

month guarentee, 95 amp,
S36.99. Wallin Hard/Ware,

land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up`ta 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.

$3. SER V ICES OF FE RE D

Remember John?

47. MOTORCYCLES
1978 HONDA 750K, 450 miles,

CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22 88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, $26 99 60

53.SERVICESOFFERED
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or

TITY
QUI,
337 N. Poplar Street Benton, Ky.
527-1468
Darrell Cope, Broker

FREE COURTESY MOVING VAN

Available for Our Clients
List With Us - Purchase From Us

1200 Sycamore
753-1492
Ma at I
III NU •

p

Realty nIsk• bay* and Wing real estate
easy few yea!
II
I,

We Rea)
, Move Our Soles
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Deaths and Funerals

Gena S. Lovett Is Awarded
$500 Century Club Scholarship

Final Rites Monday Rites Sunday For
For Mrs. Washer
Lilbern Crowell

Alumni
the
Gena
S.
of
Lovett,
a fund
graduating senior at Mursay Association.
in
$46,100
High School, has been
Another
awarded a $500 Century Club scholarship • aid has been
scholarship to attend Murray awarded to students for the
State University for her fresh- upcoming year through the
man year in 1979-80.
named scholarship program
Miss Lovett, daughter of of the _association, making a
Friends . may call at the
Mr. and Mrs. Lamm J. Lovett
funeral honte after 9 a.m. on
of Murray, ranks e third
Monday.
academically in a senior class
Mrs. Washer, 32, died
of 155. She plans to follow a
della
Wednesday in Harrison, Mich.
course of study in education at
,
She is survived_ by her
Murray State in preparation
husband, Gary Washer, two
APP"'"4101
,
for a career as an elementary
daughters, Tammy and
teacher.
• Sue Ann Berkley, a junior
WANDA WALKER'S fourth grade class at North Calloway Elementary are working on
Teresa Washer, Clare, Mich.;
Her honors include a third nursing student from Lone
and
English.
reading
in
games
After
skills
to
develop,
complete
the
students
their
dilly
mother, Mrs. Geneta Higgins,
place and honorable mention Oak, has been named
Murray Renee 2: grandassignments, thee work in groups on five different vocabulars games. They have* air
recognition in Kentucky State recipient of the $400 Cindy Hill
choice of playing Building Bridges, Toad Road Gamey jumbled Nouns Match,
mother, Mrs. Noah Higgins.
Poetry Society contests and Memorial Scholarship at
Hardin; two sisters, Miss
Superlative Wheel, or Synonym Puzzle. Pictured from left to right are students playing
both junior and chapter Murray State University for
Penny Higgins, El Monte,
Toad Road — Christy Eldridge, Christy Darnell, Suzanne Coleman, Todd Bohanon,
Future Homemakers of the 1979-80 school, year.
Calif., .and Mrs. Millie
Brian Harrison, Rodney Jones, Anita Wagner,and Allen Leslie.
America - degrees. She also
A 1973 graduate of Lone Oak
Thompson, Rockford, Ill.; two
Photo by Melissa }ones
earned a National Education High and the daughter of Mr.
brothers, Freddie Higgins,
Development Test certificate. and
M.
Mrs. Charles
Houkinsville, and Larry
Among her other activities Steinkanap of McCracken
Higgins, Dawson Springs.
are Tr -Alpha, Kentucky County, she has maintained a
The First Christian Church
Youth Assembly, Student scholastic average of 3.88
Diaciples of Christ) will hear
Council, band, Girls in Action points of a possible 4.00 while
the pastor. the Rev. Dr. David
leader, and Black and Gold commuting from Paducah to
C. Roos, speak on the subject,
newspaper staff.the campus for her classes.
"God On The Gallows!" at the
A total of 45 Century Club
The scholarship which has
10:45 api. worship services on
scholarships totaling $22,500 been awarded to her was
The funeral for Mrs. Donnie Sunday, April 8.
Dr. Terry R. Barrett,
Associates are also eligible st..•uses who _have expressed a have been
awarded through established in memory of Mrs.
"Surely He Has Bourne Our assistant
Lamb of Hazel, widow of Coy
professor .of to apply to a College Project ::rajor commitment to un- the
university's Alumni Cindy .Wager Hill, who was
Lamb, will be held today at 2 Griefs" will be the anthem to psychology at Murray State Fund for support of team alairaduate teachingand who
be sung by the Chancel Choir. University, and his wife projects involving students ,uare a br-oad concern for Association to outstanding killed in an automobile ac.p.m. at the chapel of the Miller
high school seniors for their cident April 25, 1975, while
directed by Margaret Porter Sharon have been selected for
Funeral Horne, Hazel, with
and faculty. Additional ac- %a:vs in education and 1979-80 freshman year at
returning to the campus from
with Maxine Clark as six-year appointments to the tivities, including area con- skriety_atlarge and a
Bill Dillon officiating and
specific Murray State. The Century a nursing seminar in
organist.
singers from the Hazel Church
Danforth Associate Prograni. ferences on educational
neern for students as pen,
Club is made up of businesses Louisville.
Stewardship momenta .will
of Christ providing the song
Their terms in the prograni issues, are also conducted.to • TS
and individuals contributing
She was to have graduated
be by Mrs. Harlan Hodges. initiated by the Danforth sustain communication and
service.
Barrett joined the faculty at
at least $100 to the scholarship in December of that year with
Worship leader will be Dr. Foundation in 1941 will run cooperation
Pallbearers will be Chester
among Murray T.t.ate in 1975. He was
Forrester, David froni June 1 through May 30, Associates.
Robinson, Bill Simmons, Kent
f merry an instructor at the
Preston Oliver, James Ray, Daughaday and Kevin Wolf 1985. They were. invited_ to
Following a 3ix-year term, University of Colorado where
will be carialielighters,,and Mr: participate.by the National Associates are
Harold Ray, and Lelan
encouraged to :e earned the M.A. and Ph.D.
Strader_ Burial will follow in
and Mrs. M. C. Ellis and Advisory Council of the .continue participatien in All dtvees. He bolds the B.A.
Darrel McFerron will be Danforth Associate Program. - Associate activities.- the Providence Cemetery.
- • ti-eree • :'0m aWestern
greeters.
Mrs. Lamb, 74, died Friday
As Associates, they will join
Membership in the Dauforth V•ashitigton State College.
Elders serving will be Dr, A.....colleagues across the country, Associate :Program is made
at 2 a.m. at the MurrayWashington state native,
Leon
an
Calloway County Hospital.
H. Titsworth and Frank in activities designed to en-. up of individuals and their Parrett specializes in human
Adatn,s,
The Rev. Robert E. Farless
Wainscott. Jim Clopton, Mike courage effective teaching
She was married Jan. 17, 1920,
learning and''memory. and in
will speak on the subject, engineering physics major at
State University from
to Coy Lamb who died March
Holton, Robert Hopkins, Don ancLto_hunianize teaching and
Ift-span development.
"The Turning Point," with _ Murray
25, 1978.
McCord, and I,envel Yates learning in the *campus
scripture from John 12:12-19 Owensboro, has been selected
outstanding cooperative
Survivors include one
will serve as deacons. In community.
at the a8:45 and 10:50 a.m. as the
daughter, Mrs. Fred Bray, charge of the nursery will be
During their terms, the
worship services on Palm education student on Kenthree grandsons, Jackie, Faye Austin.
Barretts will attend three
Sunday, April 8, at the First tucky campuses for 1979.
Talmadge Jones, prison
Named - by- the Cooperative
Tommy, and Donnie Bray,
The flowers on the com- biennial Danforth Associate
United Methodist Church.
minister, will speak at the
Education Association of
Hazel, one great __grandson,
munion table will be in Program conferences where
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran will
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
Kentucky at a recent conDavid Bray, and one brother,
memory of Mrs. Peggy they will have opportunities 10:30
sing a solo,"He Touched Me,"
on Sunday. April 8, at
services
vention in Louisville, Adams
Collie Stubblefield, Hazel
McCord by her daughter, for interdisciplinary and inat both services. The Chancel
the University Church of
c Grace Baptist Church,
returned to the campus in
Route 2.
Tresa.
terinstitutional activities with Christ.
Choir, directed by Paul
•
South Ninth Street,
January after a year of work
Sunday School will be at 9:30 fellow Associates. .
Assisting in the services will sairray, will hear the pastor, Shahan with Bea Farrell as in the
component technology
a.m., Youth Groups supper
organist, will sing the anthem,. .
bc Ernie Bailey, Lera'..- :he Rev. R.--J. Burpoe, speak
division of Argonne National
will be at 5:30 p.m., Youth
Palm,"
with David
Eldridge, Robert Hendon, F.- at -tj s
s.m; iamaaira "The
Laboratory in Chicago.
Groups meeting will be at.6
Wells as soloist 'at tbe latfer
E. Goodgion, Jimmy fqrc services on
The son qf Mr. and Mrs.
April
8.
Sunday,
Vespers
at
6
p.m.,
will be
•
/
service.
Hanip W. Brooks, and:Tomn.,
Dan .billington will direct
Ernest C..Adarns, 2834 Asbury
p.m., Elders meeting at 6:30
The greeter for Sunday will
Reid.
the morning music with
Place, Owensboro. he also
p.m., and Church Board
,
beBobbie Lane.
"The Great Parade" will be
Serving The Lord's SuPpa Dwane
The family of Mr. and Mrs.
receiygd op-the-job exJones as organist and
meeting at 7 p.ni,
"The
Stainer's
John
the subject of the sermon by will lie Larry Dunn, Vern. •
Don Swift and son, Randy, will
Anita Underhill as pianist. •
perience-in ciarnputer control
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, pastor Gantt. Gary Taylor, Ta.
Crucifixion" will be presented
be honored with a household
The revival services will
of nuclear reactor exby-the Chancel Choir, directed
of the First Presbyterian Erwin, John-Gallagher, Ja.
shower on Tuesday, April 10,
open at the 4.
periments. Presented with a
r. evening
Church; at the 10:45 a.m. West, Ronnie Dunn, Tee
--by Prof. Paul Shahan,at the 7
at 1 p.m. at the Fellowship
$100 award in recognition of
services with the Rea Janies
worship services on Palm Thompson, _ and
p.ni. service on Sunday. Guest
Janie, Garland.
Hall of the Kirksey United
his recent state-wide award,
pie'4Thr of the Hazel
soloists will be Prof. Henry
Sunday, April 8, at the church. Lawson.
Methodist Church. - he plans to work again with
Baptist Church, .as the
Carl
Bannon, tenor, and Prof.
His scripture will be from
Nursery supervisors will be
.
The Swifts' mobile home—
the Chicago laboratory during
Hedgers, bass.
"Matthevt2I.-:'
- -and contents were destroyed
Elgala - Like'
the coming- serermer, .retur-17fl
eTliotiertson,Jr.,
of
the
at
9:45
will
be
School
The
Church
Choir, directed by Lisa Fonda Grogan, Teresa For:
by fire on March 14. Their sbn
ning to the campus in SepJohn Dale will speak on "We Slater, will sing the anthem, Tammy Curd, and Wee: First Baptist Church will
a.m., United Methodist Youth
and brother, Rob Swift, died in
tember to complete his undirect
the
singing
for
the
Have Not Passed This Way "Arise the Kingdom is at
aellt
p.m.,
reettand
at
5:30
the fire.
dergraduate work. He is
. revival to continue throughout
Before" with scripture from
Bible Study will be at 6 p.m, on
Hand."
tt. Study will be at 9 .- the week
ba
lliettle
For information persons
scheduled to graduate in May,
with services nightly , Sunday.
Jmhua
3:3-4
at
the
8:30
and
The
Children's sermon will a.m. and the YOtiiig Men'
may "call 489-2154 or 489-2112.
1980.
7:30
urse
Pry
sn
10:40 a.m. worship services, precede the anthem by the Singing Class will be at 5 a atN
The Maundy Thursday
A 1975 graduate of Owenworkers on Sunday
and on "We Shall Not Pass choir.
Commurifoi kerarite. will be at
p.m., both on Sunday_
sboro High School where he
will be Robbie_ Hale, Jimmy
• This Way Again" with
7 p.ni. on Thursday, April 12.
Church School will be at 9:30
was an honor student, he
Chadwick,
Hale, Vicki
scripture from James 4:13-15 a.m. Sunday.
received one of the first of the
Frances
Hoyt
Wyatt,
and
at the 6 p.m. services on
MEET
NOW
TO
The Maundy Thursday'
Wyatt. Persons may call la D.
Sunday, Apri1,8;-atthe Seventh Communion Servicewill be at The Murray Chapter of the university's four-year, allWorkinan concerning bus National Organization for expenses-paid
Presidential
and Poplar Church of Christ.
7:30 p.m. on Thursday, April
information.
and
Scholarships,
has been
route
Assisting in the services will 12. The service theme will be
Women will meet Sunday,
Sunday School will be at 9:46 April 8, at 7,p.ni. in Room 172 hated on the Dean's list each
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell Wist.!
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry "Were You There?"
minister of the Meniora a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as of the Blackburn Science of his, six semesters at the
Bolls, Keith Boyle, John C.
Baptist Church, will speak .7 superintendent.
Steele, Glen W. Gibbs, Sam
Building, Murray State university.
At Murray State, he is a
the
subject,
-"Ia.
Parker. Jerry Fulton, James
University.
member of the Alpha Tau
Crucifixion," at the I0:50 a Ir.
Thurmond, Frank Hargis,
Worship services on .Sunthe
Randy Moore, Jack Ward,and
New & Remodeling
April 8.
John Rhodes.
Special niusic will be by. a
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Danny Cleaver,
The Rev. Martin Mattingly Sanctuary Choir, directed
Wilkins
ear:
Lonnie Furr, Ed A. Thomas,
will speak on the subject, Tommy
James Suiter, and Gene "Human Defeat,- 'Divine Margaret Wilkins as ()reams"
WINCHESTER,Ky.( AP)—
Roberts. Gene McDougal and
Victory," at the Palm Sunday and Sharon Owensas pianist
A duet, "The King of Laa. Willis_Justice, principal of
Gary Rowland will serve on
masses at &and 11 a.m. and
the Extension Department.
4:3a.n_ne on April 4 at St. My Shepherd Is," will be Ylt,' Central Elementary School
•
Val King will be the teen
Leo's Catholic Church. The by Sharon Owens and Torlin. here for 14 years, was named
Willsiria
school
following
County
Clark
nursery helper and Karen
mass today will be at 6:30 p.m.
superintendent on Friday.
Call
Carraway will be the special
ioura ',maw
Church School for grades 1 Children's sermon.
,At the 7 p.m. services ha
Justice, 56, will succeed Dr.
LENDER
class
helper.
Adult
to
Class
12
and
study
Mark Binkley
Bible study will be _held at
will be at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.. -White will speak,and a tritaa Ernest White, who announced
9:45 a .rti. on Sunday.
Weekday masses will be at to B. B. McKinney in.. sons a, his resignation effective June
30.
-6.,-15 a.ni. Monday. 4:30 p.m. be held.
• Volunteer nursery worker.
- -SINGING
Justice, ore of 23 applicants'
Tuesday and Wednesday, and
A Singing will be held 6:30 p.m. on Thursday and will be Claude and Modell,- for the position, was given a
Sunday. April 8aala.:30 p.m. at- Saturday. The Good Friday Miller and Dorothy and Kir three-year contract by the
the Macedonia Church -of • , services will,be at 6:30 p.m. Jenkins.
county board-of education.
7th and Main
Church Teaching will 64. a
Christ, located on Old Dublin and Holy Saturday services
His salary was not im753-7921 9:40
a.m.
and Church Trans', mediately set, but White's
road, off Highway 80, west of will be followed by the vigil'
_
at
6
p.m.,
both
Mayfield.
on
Sunday.
$33,800a
year.
was
salary
niassat 6:30 ni.

Final rites for Mrs. Gary
Ann Higgins) Washer will be
- held. Monday at 1 p.m. at the
West Fork Baptist Church
with Rev.- Wayne Carter officiating. Burial will follow in
theWestierk Cemetery.

Graveside rites for lalbern
Crowell will be held Sunday at
2 pan. at the McCuiston
Cemetery with the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos officiating.
In charge of arrangements
*the,Max Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call
after 2 p.m. today (Saturday a
Mr. Crowell,74, died Friday
at 8 a.m. at his home, 303
South 11th Street, Murray.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Alma. Faughn Crowell;
one son, Otis Lee Crowell, and
two grandchildren, Lori and
Lesia Crowell, Parker, Kan.;
sister, •Mrs. Frank Smith, St.
Louis, Mo.; brother, Martin
Crowell, Hazel Route 2.

total amount of $68,600 in
scholarship awards by the
Alumni Association for 197980.
Named scholarships are
established in memory or in
honor of individuals or are
sponsored by businesses.

Sue Ann Berkley Recipient
Of Cindy Hill Scholarship

Christian Church
Services Planned

a degree in nursing.
To be eligible, an applicant
must have been accepted at
Murray State as a nursing
student and have completed at
least one year toward the
nursing degree. Before
enrolling at Murray State in
September, 1978, Mrs. Berkley
was on the dean's list for two
Paducah
at
semesters
Community College.
The award is one of 89 and
totaling $68,600 in honorary,
alumni
and
memorial
scholarshjps which have been
Made at the university by the
alumni association this year.
All the scholarships will be
presented officially at a
reception April 28 in the lobby
and
Hall
Ordway
of
preceeding the university's
annual alumni banquet in the
Student Center. The recipients
and their parents will be
special guests.

Dr. Terry R. Barrett Has Been
Selected To Danforth Program

Mrs. Donnie Lamb's
Services Are Today

Leon Adams Selected As
Outstanding Student

Methodist Church
Services Planned
Here On Surtday

Omega social fraternity, the
physics and computer science
club and holds membership in
two honorary groups — Alpha
Chi, an honorary scholastic
fraternity, and Sigma Pi
Sigma, an honorary physics
fraternity.

Talmadge Jones To
Speak Here Sunday Grace Baptists To
Hear Pastor And
Rev. James Garland

Shower Planned For
The Swift Family

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

John Dale Speaker
At Seventh And
op ar nurc

•

Rev. Dr. White To

BINKLEY

Speak At: Memorial

CONSTRUCTION
CO.

Catholic Services
For Holy Week To
Be At St. Leo's

*Storm Doors
& Window
Experts
•No Job Too
Big or Small

Willis Justice
Named Clark County
Superintendent

In Murray
For Free
Estimates

See Us For Your Home Loan
Home Mortgage Money Is Available

WOO.

,FSLIC

mew ail* maw

78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo

Power steering and brakes.
wire wheel covers, AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires. Landau equipment.
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065--miles,
dark carmine color, just
like new!! _

South, Murray

Speakers at the worship
services.on Sunday, Aprii 8, at
the First Baptist Church will
be the Rev. Mike Spencer.
whose subject will be "The
World's Largest Nursery"
with scripture from I Con. 3 at
10:45 a.m., and the Rev. G. T.
Moody whose subject will be
"You Were There" at 7 p.m.
The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, has been the
speaker at the revival ser:vices- St -4-be----EaeovideneeChurch,. Bellevue, Ohio, this
week.
Dan Shipley, deacon of the
• week, and Rev. Moody,
associate pastor, will -assist in
the services. • .
.Special music will be by the
Church Choir, directed by
--Waysiea Halley, minister of.
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight as
Pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., Church Training willbe
at 6 p.m., and Deacons'
meeting will be at 8 p.m., all
on Sunday.

Murray
Murray
Downtown
South
Branch
Hopkinsville
Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

753-6969

Highway 64

Revs. Spencer And
Moody Are Speakers
At Baptist Church

77 Buick Regal

77 Chevrolet Corvette

Two door, power steering,
power brakes, air 4, conditioner, automatic transmission, tilt Steering
wheel, Landat roof,
custom
wheels, low
mileage, see to believe,
green and white

Beige, white interior,
power windows, AM/FM
radio, aluminum wheels,
white letter tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles,sharp.

18 Oldsmobile
98 Regency
Two door power steerirs'
and brakes, split seats, thi ear is-16aded whir luaue,
options, low mileage, on,
owner.

Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts

saw allow millimr AsIlliw
17 Mercury Comet
Four door, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air conditioner, AM radio,
vinyl roof, custom wheel
covers,low mileage.

GM GLIALITY
SBNICE PART$ GM ,
IIK7TORS PARTS DIVISION

76 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic

78 ChevroletCaprica Wagon

Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Landau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and
red, this car will be sold!!

Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereir:a luggage
rack,this car is loaded with
options', perfect for the big
family. -burgundy with
wood grath.:

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

7 /5 So 12th St
753-1214

mem
74 Chevrolet
Pick-Up Truck
Power
steering
and
brakes, tilt steering
wheel, silyerado equipment, long -wheel, base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
aCtual mites. - •

Telephone
753-26 1 7
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